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he HSU women’s basketball team is in first
place in the NCAC after beating Hayward
and losing to Stanislaus last weekend, and
leads the conference in one important statistic —
victories. Page 29.
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Condoms given out in the Quad
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@ Community and campus groups are
working to educate students and staff
about AIDS, STDs and abstainance.
By Eric Souza

CUMBERJACK STAFF

a.m. to 1 p.m.
—~—~—“=i_SCS~™S
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A condom distribution in the
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Condom
Week the week after Valentine’s
Day.
The organizers of HSU’s
events decided this week would
be more effective in promoting
safe sex and abstinence.
“After the fact doesn’t help

MEG LAWS/ THE LUMBERJACK

“I'd like to be part of this,”Graciela Ornelas, a psychology senior, told social work senior Liz
Dunkel and English senior Melissa Kirk (right). Ornelas was referring to the efforts of Students
For Choice, who sponsored this “free condom” table in the Quad.

very much,” Hartridge said.
Child development and psychology senior Jeff Bernstein,
who works for the campus AIDS
Policy Committee, hopes to encourage people to talk about
safe

sex.

“The more we talk aboutit, the

more we get desensitized to the

taboosaboutit,” he said. “People

are afraid to talk aboutit. It’s one
thing to know about safe sex,
and another is to follow what
you know should happen.”
Humboldt State Peer Education Program Coordinator Emily

Butchers said, “Basically, people
have sex on Valentine’s Day, so
we want to catch them before
they engage in risky behavior.
“We just want to encourage
people to practice safer sex activities,” the social work sophomore said.

Video honors successful black writers
@ “Beyond the Dream V,”

on campus.

a video conference via
satellite kicks off the

someone who is achieving and has
achieved,” Smith said.
Business administration sophomore

| month-long celebration
of black history.

people who are already established and

By Frank Mina

CUMBERJACK STAFF
About 150 students packed Founders
Hall 118 Wednesday morning to witness
a video conference marking the beginning of Black History Month.
e video conference, based in Washington, D.C., was shown across the country via satellite and allowed viewers to
use a 1-800 phone number to call and ask
questions.
“Beyond the DreamV: the Writers, the
Stories, the
cy” was the fifth part of
Siena
liidian” progseea pocend
——

ve.

Nathan Smith
belleves bieck history should be an
part of university
integrated
curriculum.

This year’s
focused on black
writers and their contributions and
achievements.
Ethnic studies professor Nathan Smith

like Black History
Month and
the Dream”
are very
valuable to the small black community

believes

“It allows students to interact and see

Kevin Russell said, “It was

to see

successful.”

Natural resource sophomore Luke
Hoekstra said, “(The program) gave everyone a chance to see blacks as intellectual, just as much as whites.”
Russell and Hoekstra think black history should not be just a one-month celebration, but all cultures should be taught
all
year-round.
umboldtis lacking classes
that teach
other cultures,” Russell said. “All of them
(cultures), not just black.”
“This campus has no black literature

To ° student
ent writers,
wi
this program is
useful to visualize what they wish to
achieve and achieve it,” he said.
Poet and member of the conferertce
panel Nikki Giovanni said, “(black writers) must be like ‘Kilroy was here.’ Write
on the bed post or the wall, wherever one
writes one’s name. That will say a human

was here and that human was black.”
The panel included Terry McMillan,
author of “Waiting
Johnson, an award

to Exhale”; Charles
winning author of

several books including “Middle Passage”; MaritaGolden, author of four novels and currently teaching the Master of
Fine Arts Creative Writing Program at
George
Mason Universityin Fairfax, Ga.;
and Houston A. Baker Jr., president of the
Modern Language Association.
The conference also discussed the role
of blacks in professorial positions.
Giovanni said predominantly black
universities should serve as starting in-

stitutions for black instructors who can-

not get positions in predominantly white
universities.

“(Giovanni’s) implication makes it
seem almost impossible for a black instructor to find work in a white university,” Smith said. “I am not prepared to
accept that.”

Baker said, “We (black professors)
ought to be in every college in the land.”
“All you can be is who you are,”
Giovanni said. “One cannot be what
someone else wants.”
.
The conference ended with a tribute to
author Alex Haley, who died last year.
Haley nada in ae
the Dream
IV,” which was shown last February.
@ For more information on Black History
Month, see related story page 8 and
calendar of events page 39.
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46 percent fee increase rumored
—@ Gov. Pete Wilson tells the CSU Board
of Trustees to expect another systemwide 4.5 percent budget cut for the
1993-94 academic year.
By Christopher Gast
$s

A$68 million reductionin state
funding: for the CSU system is
looming over the 1993-94 aca-

demic year according to a California State Student Association

news release.
Gov. Pete Wilson has told the

The

445-3930

Woman

Reader ’s
Bookshop

CSU Board of Trustees that if his
proposed budget is passed by
California legislators the CSU
system must absorb another 4.5
percent budget cut for the next
academic year.
Although lottery revenue is

expected to pick up about $10

million or 2.9 percent of the total, CSU Chancellor Barry
Munitz has warned university
presidents to expect a 7.5 per-

cent reduction in funds.
The new proposed cut in
higher education has rumors
surfacing throughout the CSU

system.
One prominent rumor surfaced in a flyer produced at San

Diego State University.

Student government leaders

Steve McCarthy, director of
public affairs of the CSU system, said in a telephone inter-

view that the 46 "rebe figure

was comprised through an informal study on what it would
take to raise CSU fees to the
national average. He
said the number was
used in an open discussion

on

and

not

is

molded

licy.

options

being

into formal

Prats a very unfortunate thing the students did because itis
very

McCarthy said in response to the spread-

Ruth Mountaingrove
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varie

ing leaves of
absence

without pay,
temporary

reassignment and voluntary retirement.

dents and their parents can predict future costs rather than just
being handed a bill, as was the

impact.”
In a memorandum to all fac-

those who are participating in

President

has to be worked out,” he said.

creases for next year are a possible solution, but a formal proposal won’t be made to the board

of trustees until March.
He also said Munitz has made

it very clear that if an increase in

Rumored CSU fee increases
and service cutbacks have
spurred interest in an Oregon
State University study which student leaders at San Diego
State
and

ommmemmaan

:

restructuring was derived from

HSU

believe

Tink Grosatty,
Eat Loce
1

staff, includ-

fees is part of a solution, a plan
must be implemented so stu-

no plan, there is no proposal.”
McCarthy added that fee in-

Theconcept of administration

LUMBERJACK STAFF

could provide an alternative so-

.

and

possibility, according to Michael
Slinker, director of university relations.
“It’s fair to say that fee increases are probably looming on
the horizon in the next couple of
years,” he said. “There is also
potential for a decrease in services. With budget cuts, of
course, there’s going to be some

lution.

By Christopher Gast

University

z

aculty

ulty and staff, HSU

“In the short run, there’s no

pot of gold sitting out there that

we could turn to immediately,”
McCrone said.

“We don’t have a huge endowment like Harvard, Yale,
Princeton and Stanford have so
it’s either revenue from the tax
dollar or more revenue from

the educational process and that

Study offers alternate solution

Feb
2 Art Show:
Aspects of the Goddesses

B&W

ams for all

of faculty

————————————

Service cutbacks possible

Gyron-Sat 10-5
223 Second Street
Old Town Eureka

duction pro-

ALISTAIR MCCRONE
HSU President

music books
and art
by

The memo
offered voluntary
worktime re-

and staff layoffs.”

Celebrating
women
through

possible options which might
lessen the blow of further cuts.

tyand staff

layoffs.”

prospect

cited a possible 46 percent fee
increase for next fall along with
further student-service cutbacks,
in lieu of trustee discussions on

.. we
Alistair McCrone stat
are beset with Serieeene uncertainties about California’s dire
economic prospects for 1993-94,
and upon our own university in
particular.... we must now face
the unpleasant prospect
of fac-

“..we must now
face the unpleasant

misleading,”

ing of the leaked information. “There is

case last fall.
“(Munitz) would like to get a
policy that is stable,” McCarthy
said.
Althoughfigures won’ tbe proposed until March, administraes at HSU are preparing for the

[])0 naan

TOFU
SHOP
Delicatessen

a study by Peat Marwick at OSU

which analyzed the reorganization of university administration

as a partial solution to financial
woes.
Motivation behind thecurrent
interest in the study is fear of a
rumored 46 percent CSU-wide
fee increase discussed by CSU
executives, along with

further

cuts in student services.
In the wake of the discussions,
SDSU student-governmentleaders have produced an eight-page

a
OUR FAMOUS

Locally made with
All Natural Ingredients
ovusiilie coffee « fast service
Just over the foot bridge!
768
ae 1aeh Street, |

flyer stating, “Administrative
reorganization will force cuts to
the top-heavy and fragmented
administrative bureaucracy,
rather than the educators and
service providers.”
It called for cutting the number of vice presidents and direc-

ployment cutbacks in areas such
as plant operations last year and
the termination of administrative positions such as vice president of administrative affairsand
business manager.
“We took (the budget) seri-

nating three majors and three

ously and we felt that administrative expenses had to be cut,
and we took the lead, we started
there,” HSU President Alistair
McCrone said.
McCronealso said it would be
difficult to compare the situations between SDSU and HSU

He also referred to major em-

See SDSU, page 10

tors employed at SDSU.

Director of University Rela-

tions Michael Slinker said HSU
is ahead of the proposed idea. In

the fall of 1991 seven colleges
were condensed to four elimidean positions , he said.
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Survey spurs access improvements
™@ CSU commissions a survey and study to bring
campuses into compliance with the American with
Disabilities Act.
Campuses will have three years
to make
changes identified as being top priority,
he said.
Building Analytics constructed a survey to identify complaints of disabled
students before it started observing buildings.
The survey was distributed in December through the Disabled Students Services office to everyone on campus.
Office Coordinator Theresa Jordan said
the survey didn’t tell them (Disabled Student Services) anything new, but it reinforced what they already knew about
lem areas on campus.
“The biggest problem is getting enough
money to work through
the list” of things
that need changing, Jordan said.
Buchanan said the lists “from the other
campuses are something like 250 pages
long of items of non-compliance.”
Since the state doesn’t
have money to
make all the changes, the chancellor’s
office and Building Analytics will prioritize the problems in order to best fit
everyone’s needs, It will then be decided
how much money each campus is allocated to make necessary changes.

By David Link
UUMBERJACK STAFF

Disabled students at HSU will soon
have improved access to campus buildings and

services.

The Americans with Disabilities Act
sets new requirements for buildings, ensuring the university conforms to the
needs of disabled people.
To find out what parts of which buildings are in non-complianceof the law, the
Chancellor’s
hired a firm in
July for a system-wide evaluation. Building Analytics, the Glendale-based company evaluated HSU Jan. 19-22.
Richard Buchanan, vice president of
Building Analytics, said in an open-forum meeting Feb. 2 that the contract will
be completed March 12.
“At that time the —— will be a
detailed transition plan to make this campus and all other campuses comply with
the ADA,” Buchanan said.
“The transition plan format will primarily be a listing of architectural barriers
which deny access to the university’s programs,” he said.

MEG LAWS

Disabled doesn't always mean permanently. Melanie Mattax, a wiidilife senior,
makes use of disabled transportation after serious injuries.

around campus while on crutches.

Buchanan said parking areas, walkways to buildings and entranceways will

“The elevators are hard to find; they’re

hidden. You also have to walk a mile to
get to them, so I usually just use the
stairs,” Mattax said.

receive top priority.

Melanie Mattax, a student temporarily
handicapped, said it is difficult to get
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Court rules activity fees
can’t be used for politics
&@ The ruling comes in response to UC
Berkeley students’ lawsuit over the use of
student activity fees by political groups.

DO YOU THINK?

WHAT

The University Center would like to invite the
campus community to provide suggestions on
how we might be able to improve the quality of

our programs and services.

Our staff continues

to search for areas that we may be able to
improve to better serve the HSU campus.

as the campus’s Greenpeace
chapter and Campus Abortion

By P. Andrew Hessel
LUMBERJACK STAFF

UC Berkeley students cannot

be forced to support political
groups by paying activity fees,
the state Supreme Court ruled

last Wednesday.
The court's decision entitles

The areas of the University Center are:

students to a refund of that portion of the mandatory $10.50 per
semester which would gotocam-

¢ The HSU Bookstore °
¢ The Information Counter ¢

pus political activities.
It’s unclear what effect this
ruling will have on the CSU system, said HSU Associated Stu-

)
a

¢ The University Ticket Office ¢
¢ The Library Copy Center °
¢ Center Activities ¢
e CenterArts

°

as

You can fill out the area below to comment on
any aspect of our programs and services. They
can be dropped off at the permanently stationed

suggestion boxes that are located in the South

Lounge, the Ticket Office, the Bookstore, the
Library Copy Center, and at the Information
Counter. You can also send your comments tc:
The University Center, Humboldt State University, Arcata, CA. 95521.

Responses to your suggestions will be posted
on the Response Board located across from

the Information Counter in the Karshner Lounge

Please include your
in the University Center.
name and address if you would prefer a personal
response.

dents

General

Manager

Joan

Tyson.
“At this point I don’t think
we're doing anything that would
be a problem,” she said.
Director of University Rela-

tions Michael Slinker said, “It
could impact any group. The terminology the court uses could
impact anything.”
Activity fees at UC Berkeley
have been used since 1955 to
oe fund student government,
lobbying and campus organizations — including such groups

Clubs and Activities Coordinator Tina Bennefield said.
Attorney Mark

Himelstein,

representing the UC Berkeley
student

government,

jority opinion.”

Rights Action League.

He said the 5-2 decision
“wasn’t really a victory for students. You could characterize it

logical stands but not toendorse

as a victory for a few who don’t
want to support student government.”
Justice Edward A. Panelli,

Groups receiving these funds
have been allowed to take ideocandidates.
HSU A.S. President Emma
Young said, “I don’t think it
would affect any of our funding.”

fisu students pay an AS fee of

$21 and an Instructionally Re-

lated Activities fee of $11 each
semester.

Programs funded by IRA fees
were funded by the A.S. before

the IRA fee was established in

1978. The reason for establishing another fee was to provide
stable funding for programs such
as intercollegiate athletics,
Young said.
The AS budget for 1992-93 al-

lotted $9,600 for club and program support. Any recognized
campus club can draw on this

fund to defray expenses.

The money is disbursed on a
case-by-case basis by a council
made up of club representatives,

writing for the majority, stated
that while the school can require
students to pay an activity fee,

“government may not compel a
person to contribute money to
support political or ideological
causes.”
_~
The case, Smith v. Regents of

the University
of California, was
filed,in 1979 by the nonprofit
Pacific Legal Foundation on behalf of four UC Berkeley students.
The students argued that the

First Amendment bans forced
speech and association.
The dissenting opinion by justices Armand Arabian and

Stanley Mosk said, “Funding of

student groups engaged in oncampus speech — regardless of

See Ruling, page 9
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Professor teaches, learns in Bulgaria
economy was in terrible shape, but it was
very inexpensive to live there by Ameri-

By Eric Souza
LUMBERJACK STAFF

can standards.

He

and

his wife, Joan,

stayed in Studenskigrad, which means
“Student City.”
When he got there, he found it a bit of

hile many people just read

history, economics professor Ted K. Ruprecht
watched history happen by travelling to

a mystery.

at the Karl Marx Institute of Higher Education.
“I wanted to go toa country which had
abandoned their previous system, which

“You go somewhere like that, and you
don’t know what's going on,” he said.
“You're immediately presented this
puzzle and you have these little pieces of
it and you’re trying to put them all together, but you can’t.
“You try to find more pieces here and
there and if you’re clever, you can put

“Nobody knew what was going on. It
was great.”

begin to see, and ‘ah ha!’ You can explain
a different phenomenon.”
Instruction was in English, and his students were a selected group from the
university.

Bulgaria and studying their changing economic systems.

Aprofessorat HSU since 1958, Ruprecht
spent last semester teaching in Bulgaria

them together and get a picture. You

wascommunism,” Ruprecht said. “It was
absolutely fascinating to see an economy
in limbo like that. There were inklings of
the past and of the future.

“They had excellent English compe-_

His trip was on a Fullbright Grant,
received through a national competition
reviewed in the United States. The applications went through a committee and
Ruprecht was chosen by the Marx Insti-

tency,” he said.

“The writing skills were better than

they are here. Not the verbal, but the
writing was excellent.”

tute in Bulgaria to teach there four hours

a week.
Because of the small amount of work,
he had a lot of time to study the changing
economy. “Here at HSU, you don’t get

the chance to be a professional. It was
wonderful to be able to do that there.”
“It is so refreshing to get away and
change responsibilities. It gets you reju-

Ted Ruprecht
venated. I’m really enthused now,” he

said. “When you teach so many hours, it
drags you down, it becomes a chore and
your students can tell it’s a chore. When
you’re enthusiastie, it rubs off.”

Ruprecht noted that the Bulgarian

Overall, their performance in hisclasses
“was about a whole grade better than
here at HSU. I gave them the same home-

work that I always have here and they

almost always turned in perfect papers.

I’ve never had something like that hap-

pen before.

“They take education much more seriously than we do. They spend hours and

hours more time studying than we do. A
lot is required of them, so they’re used to
working hard.
“American students are lazy.”
Despite the Bulgarian students’ emphasis on hard work and discipline, cheating was rampant.
“Everyone considered the communist
regime corrupt so no one minded cheating. They always cheated. One of the
ways to beat the system was to cheat and
since there was a lack of social pressure
against dishonesty, they did it all the
time.
“They built very strong walls around
themselves and many of them had hidden agendas,” Ruprecht said of the Bulgarian people.
“You wouldn’t know exactly what it
was and part of this was so that things

wouldn’t be used against them. Espe-

cially coming from here where people
are so open, it was quite striking.”
his is not the first time Ruprecht
T
has travelled overseas to teach.
He previously taught for a year
in the Philippines, a year in Paris and also
at an Australian university.

While in Bulgaria, he went skiing and

visited the Black Sea. Many of the
and had Fresco
churches were Byzantine,
icons from the fourteenth and fifteenth
centuries.
“We're talking old. Bulgaria just had
its 1,300th anniversary.”

Don't flounder like Gertrude did....
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I
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Loft

at

had
the

today!

Lunch

and

Drink

for under $5

. Busgore, Vises
Sone a c oe, eups

Serving
Breakfast
from 7-10!
Lunch
11:30 -1:30

5% Lunch
Discount to
STUDENTS for
February!
Located by the
Bookstore above
the Karshner
Lounge
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Campus

groups

organize

Black History Month events charter schools
“Our main funding is the energy
of students and staff. Our resources are really only the faciliBlack History Month got un- ties we are allowed to use.”
derway Feb. 3 with the help of
There was also a discussion
collective planning of students after the video conference in
and faculty.
:
Goodwin Forum on the need for
The Residence Hall Associablack history and black historition, the Black Student Union,
ans at the university level which
Student Affirmative Action, staff was led by ethnic studies profesand community members raised sor Nathan Smith.
funds to receive the video conSmith, art professor Leslie
ference, “Beyond the Dream V: Price, and guest speaker David
the Writers, the Stories, the - Littleton,
are giving up their own
time, Hicks said. “It has all been
Tiinenteenp estos live
a beautiful combination of efin Founders
Hall 118 Feb. 8 kickforts.”
ing off the month long celebra“(Black History Month) gives
tion of black history.
us a chance to really immerse
“Allevents are student gener- ourselves in history,” Hicks said.
ated,” said R.W. Hicks, director
“A lot of times, a lot of things
of Student Affirmative Action.
that are of importance to every-

0

Se

one, that are important contributions to America, are never
looked at or honored or appreciated by people of color. This
ives a chance to see what you
idn’t know,” he said.
Black History Month originated from Negro History Week
started by the father of Black
history, Carter G. Woodson, in
1926.
Woodson began the celebra-

slation will free 100 public schools from most
sch Chancellor Barry
approa
on
ti—an
federal

“Recent
state and

Munitz hopes to _

to the CSU

standard for higher

education.

enables selected K-12 schools in California
The legislation
to set up “charter et ane which some believe will set the

~ During his December visit, Munitz suggested to HSU President Alistair McCrone the CSU system designate charter

tion on the second week of Feb

|

to
ize the birthdays
of Abraham Lincoln and
Frederick Douglass as well as
other figures pertinent to black
history.
Years later, thecelebration
was
expanded to include all of February and thename waschanged
to Black History Month.

cam

ol unified
chowithin
concept
similar to the charter-s

school districts in the state.
Last month Munitz told the CSU Board of Trustees the

“places
charter concept would make university cam
of
ways
bound
ally
tradition
of
acy
bureaucr
free from the

looking at teaching, curriculum, salary, buildings and hous-

concept of the charter campusis the input of those at the

university would be used to decide how the campus would be
run, said Michael Slinker, HSU director of university relations,

In effect, the administrators, faculty and students would

St. Alban's Episcopal Church |

have a “free hand to =

College Student Fellowship
St. Albans

Episcopal Church

Dinner at 6 p.m.
Wednesdays
beginning Feb. 17
at the home of

Gretchen Ferrin
634 14 St., Arcata
(near HSU)

822-4433
Don’t ask us to bias our news.
Don’t tell us to doctor our

photos.
Bribes? Those went out with
the Bush administration.

Sunday Services 8 p.m., 9 a.m., 11 a.m.

We would be glad if you would make St. Alban's
your church home.

We're the New Journalism.
We're

1675 Chester Ave., Sunny Brae, Arcata 822-4102

——
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GRADUATION
WRITING
PROFICIENCY
EXAMINATION
Will be given

MARCH

20

Registration Deadline:

FEBRUARY

26

.

At the Testing Center

153 Student and Business Services Bldg.
Students eligible after completion of:
1. 60 semester units (junior standing)
2. English 100 or equivalent
This is the last exam of the semester!

a

NATIONALLYSKN
/ AS COMEDY N
,
HOUR. &

innovative management of the

university,” Slinker sai
campus
Munitz hopes to implement his idea at a p:
Poly,
orCal
at the U.S, Army base at Fort Ord, and either
San Luis Obispo.
HSU and Cal Poly were chosen as possible sites to test the
] because each has a “unique character relative to the
Pp
rest of the system,” said Steve MacCarthy, spokesman for the
CSU Board of Trustees. “Most of the rest are commuter
schools and have less flexibility to do something different.”
McCrone said through a press release oo
he is
“planning to call together a group to explore the feasibility of
such a novel concept as it might be applied and developed at
Humboldt.”

The system would be more flexible because universities
would have the option of changing everything from curriculum to fees to degree and entrance requirements, Slinker said.
Other options include the move to a year-long program or
possible three-year undergraduate programs.
If the charter system was to take elect the role of the board
of trustees would not change, MacCarthy said.
If given legislative approval, the new system could take
effect at the test schools in late 1994 or 1995, MacCarthy said.

With the charter concept, campuses would be “ghyen the

kind of autonomy to decide what a 1995 college education
should be,” he said.
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Counseling center reduced to
crisis management, referrals
By Kristen McGarity
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Last fall’s budget cuts have

caused a reduction of staff and
services for HSU’S Counseling
and Psychological Services.
The services

question if it is even going to be
around in the fall,” Wallace said.
Individual and group counseling have been eliminated
along with the pre-doctoral program for graduate students.
Services still offered to stu-

but due toa

often referred to services in the

community.
The outside services can be

expensive for students without
insurance, Wallace said.

Those who qualify for MediCal have to get
on a two-month

were puton pro-

bation by the International Association
of
Counseling Services before the
1992 cuts were
made because

their

staff-to-

student ratio
was too low.
Since
that time
the program has
lost two psychologists and a
part-time recep-

waiting list.
“If you don’t
have money or
good insurance
you re not going

“The program is going to get
worse next year and thefe is a
question if it is even going to be
around in the fall.”

to get

BARBARA WALLACE
Associate Director of Psychological Services
Ta

tionist.

Associate Director of Psychological Services Barbara Wallace
said she doesn’t feel the program will get accredited due to

the staff and funding cuts.
“The program is going to get
worse next year and there is a

lack of staff they are

dents include counseling for crisis situations and psychological:
assessments. Consultation with
faculty and staff is also a service
still offered.
Twenty-minute consultations
are also available. Students can
come in and talk to a counselor,

NS

EE

service,”

. she said.
difficulty
students
have
money.”
“Our

“The
is that
don’t
any
situa-

tion is not very
encouraging.

Our only satisfaction of working now is the
students,” Wallace said.

“The students are as supportive of us as we are of them,”
Wallace said.
“They are upset that there are
no psychology resources on
campus,” she said

Ruling
¢ Continued from page 6
their ideological bent — is germane to the university’s educa-

tional mission and serves compelling national interests.”

Himelstein said the student

government's attorneys will ask

the U.S. Supreme Court to review the case inlight of previous
rulings.

He said they had a strong case
based on First Amendment guar-

antees of freedom of speech and

said the university’s mission is
to provide a marketplace of
ideas.
Steve MacCarthy, director of

public affairs for the CSU system, said: “This merely

the position CSU

validates

has taken.

There shouldn’t be anyone on

CSU campuses in those types of
organizations getting this
money. It’s been a standing
policy for years.”

He said Title V Article IV of

the State Code of Regulations
prohibits state funding of political organizations.

*MacCarthy said, “If people are

receiving funding now they can
expect to continue receiving it.”

Tie
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“Tackle Shop & Guide Service
The

largest selection of all

Ar aNd

accessories

¢ Saltwater & freshwater tackle
* Fly fishing tackle & accessories
* Fly tying tools & materials
Mon.-Fri. 11-6 © Sat. 10-5

8SB22-8S8331

on

the

of fishing
Northcoast.

¢ Rod blanks & rod building components
© Rod & reel repair * Guide service ¢ Books, T-shirts, videos and more
Corner of 8th & J St.s
Arcata
(behind
the Co-op)
wour
Source
for
Pishins
Information

Wanna Get Busy?
Housing and Dining Services is now
recruiting for the positions of Living Group
Advisor for the 93-94 academic year.
Students possessing strong communication skills,
leadership abilities, organizational skills, self
motivation, and a minimum cumulative G.P.A. of
2.25 are encouraged to apply.

Applications are
available in the Housing
Office and are due by
5:00 p.m. February 26th
Information Meetings
Sunday, February 14, 1993
3:00 p.m. Conference Room, JGC
Tuesday, February 16, 1993
6:00 p.m. Blue Lounge, JGC

Renumeration: Room and meal plan

Plan On It!
Escort Service

“Safety in Numbers”

826-4216
Sponsored by the
Women’s Center,
volunteers still
needed.

|
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Student Voices offers another
forum for campus expression
LUMBERJACK STAFF

In pursuit of freedom of expression,
Five auto burglaries were reported
Thursdayin Sunset Court and Jolly Giant
Commons parking lots. University po-

lice said the thefts, which occurred be-

tween Wednesday night and Thursday
morning, appeared related — four cars
were entered via smashed windows. Sto-

len were two stereo systems, a conga

drum and some jewelry.
A 21-speed, dark-blue Cannondale
mountain bike was stolen Thursday between 9 a.m. and 2 p.m. behind the Music
building. Police said the thief used bolt
cutters to cut a padlock before taking the

one HSU student has initiated Student
Voices.
“Student Voices is an open forum, student-expression

journal,”

said

Until recently it had been too expensive for A.S. to support a photocopied
newsletter.

Poppick was able to find a copier that

Poppick, a natural resource planning
interpretation senior, said students
should have an avenue for self expression besides The Lumberjack.
Last fall Poppick came up with the idea
of an alternative newspaper but was un-

Jesse

Poppick, creator of the project.
Student Voices will consist of student-

submitted works of art and literature and
will be printed on eight pages of recycled
paper using a soy-based ink.
Two thousand copies will be distributed on campus Tuesday next to The
Lumberjack’ newspaper racks.
Funding for another publication depends upon the response of students,
Poppick said.
If enough students express interest

find ways of promoting alternative newspapers on campus.

for another issue, Poppick will be
required to write another proposal. He
must then receive approval from the
Associated Students. executive board in
charge of funding.

By Jason Tennant

would make the 2,000 copies at one-third

of the price quoted by the Copy Center.
A.S. feels there needs to be ample opportunity for student expression, said

Representative for natural resources and

science Pete Wilson.

able to find others willing to take on the

From political views to works of art,
Student Voices is open and unedited,

project.
“Lots of people were for the idea, but
no one wanted to help. Now people have
started submitting works to be printed,”
Poppick said. “I’m still doing the running
around but others are helping.”
Student Voices is an A.S.-funded club.
One of the goals in the A.S charter is to

Poppick said.

Art, photos, stories, letters, poems and

anything else printable can be submitted

to the Student Voices table on the quad or

to its mailbox in the South Lounge next to
Center Activities.

$900 bike. A pair of tires, valued at $150,

were stolen the same day from a mountain bike locked on the east side of the
library. -A 21-speed, smoke-chrome
Univega Alpina mountain bike, valued
at $500, was stolen Saturday from the
Jolly Giant Commons.

A man was spotted with a .45-caliber
handgun Friday in the Mai Kai parking
lot adjacent to the Student and Business
Services building. Police said the weapon
was unloaded and without a magazine.
The man was given a warning regarding
university regulations and sent away.
The license plate of a university police
car was stolen on campus between 11
p.m. Friday and 7 a.m. Saturday.
University police arrested Erasmo Z.
Oviedo Sunday for shooting a firearm on
private property at the Lanphere
Christensen Dunes near Samoa. Police
said Oviedo refused to leave and became
belligerent after he was contacted at the
university’s property.
- Peter Finegan

Number of | Major areas
:

=Total number

Home economics

‘

777

96

4

2,075

87

13

3,134
487

76

24

deg reuse

Health professions
Psychology
Foreign languages

66

34

gra nted

Communications

2,863

60

40

Biological sciences

1,349

55

45

Education

2,760

55

45

12,799
4,734

50

50

47

53

|

519

46

54

|

574

26

74

|

3,706

14

es

bachelor

by

$

CSU

Business management
for the
1 990-91

Social sciences
Mathematics
Physical sciences

year.

Engineering

Source: Exchanges, a CSU newsletter
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The Lumberjack
Campus clips

tickets,

bud

vases and

other

items made by or for the club.
Entertainment

includes

live

musicand demonstrations given
by individual clubs.

on the increase until it hears students views on the issue.

The special A.S. meeting will

be held Monday at 6:30 p.m. in
the South Lounge.

“If the weather holds out we

—Jason Tennant

expect the fair to be really nice,”
coordinator Tina Bennefield
said. “If it rains we won't have
2”

HHH

Computers to be

given away
Vintage equipment from the

interdisciplinary computer labs
will be offered in a swap meet

Tuesday, February 16 from2to4
p.m., at the university storage
facility (building #88).
IBM PCs with floppy disk
drives, old terminals and dot
matrix printers will be given
away onafirst-come, first-served
basis, according to a memorandum from H.H. Blackstone, director of academic resources and
facilities.
—P. Andrew

Hessel

—Kristen McGarity

Special meeting
decides $4 increase
The Associated Students will
-hold a special meeting Monday
concerning a $4 Associated Students fee increase.
The increase, if passed by the
council, will be put on the April
A.S. election ballot. Students will
then decide if they want the increase passed.
“The $4 increaseis necessary,”
A.S. President Emma Young
said, “to keep A.S. functioning
at its current level.”
Thecouncil decided not to vote

Classes in computer
instruction offered
Extended Education will be
offering classes on computer instruction for all levels of computer literacy.
Classes taught this spring include
“Introduction
to
Macintosh,” “Microsoft Word
5.0” and “Microsoft EXCEL.”
These courses will cover formatting, graphics, styles, tables
and linking documents.
Also offered is an evening
workshop on how to construct
an IBM clone computer in less
than an hour for under $700.
Registratio information is
available at 826-3731.

SDSU
¢Continued from page 4
because of enrollment and administrative structure differences.
Both Slinker and McCrone said
HSU has the minimum number
of administrators to run effec-

tively, and further cuts or the
implementation of the OSU
study would be unrealistic.
“We've cut one heck of a lot of
administrators,” McCrone said.
“The workload on those who

copy of the proposal to every
student attending SDSU in an
effort to stir interest and student
opinion.
;

CSSA

Representative Jason

Kirkpatrick said the proposal

could be a possible idea and interest generator for alternative
solutions to the budget crisis.
“I hope it inspires people on
campus to start looking at
proactive things we can do,”
Kirkpatrick said.

remain is remarkably heavy.”
“We really have a lean administrative structure,” Slinker said.
“If we're already at the bone,
what else do we have to cut?”
SDSU A.S. President Dwane

Crenshaw

said in a telephone

interview

that

administrative

reorganization isjust one of many
differentideasand that “theidea

is not going to solve the budget
problem, only a small part of it.”
He also asked

— Julie Yamorsky
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government

SDSU

student

leaders to mail a

Activities fair held
The clubs and activities office
is holding a fair in the Quad
today from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
The Clubs and Organizations

Activities Faire is held once a
semester to give clubs and organizations visibility and students
a chance to get involved.
The event is also used as a
joint fund raiser. The clubs will

be selling food, T-shirts, sports

THE ONE
STOP
SOURCE
FOR ALL
YOUR
IMPORT
NEEDS!

STUDENTS:
10% OFF
ALL IMPORT
PARTS
ox
special

e VISA
e MASTERCARD
¢ DISCOVER

sale and
order items

FEB. 15-20
Celebrating
20 Years In
Business!

OPEN

3RD & C STREETS, EUREKA

(707) 444-9671

DAILY

B22-az69

941H

St.

Arcata

lh Tt:
Bolle ltt Ee ett
The Library Copy Center...
§

Conveniently located on campus
(which is GOOD when

you’re

in a hurry)

4 cent Happy Hours
(GOOD for your pocketbook)

Self-service copiers
(no oné can do it as GOOD as you can)

General school supplies
(when all you need is a GOOD pencil)

HSU Library

Copy et tahdcly

Over-the-counter copy services ©
io the GOOD stuff...multiple copies, colored paper,
thesis copying, transparancies, resumes,

enlargements/reductions)

Open Daily, E
:
826-4146

>
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Cooperative.

We’re

+

Ge

12

It’s worth joining!

What is a co-op?

In addition to supporting the
principles of the Co-op, other

A co-op is a business that is
owned and controlled by the
people who use it. A co-op’s
purpose is to fill the needs of its

benefits of membership include:

- Check cashing privileges.

members.

You’re not just another cus-

-

Receive the informative
Co-op Newsletter.

-

7% dividends on

|

tomer at a co-op. You're a

member, an owner... the co-op is

your store. Co-ops are responsive

to the interests of their members.
A co-op is a community based
business that is democratically
controlled.

-

The Co-op has grown through

as a “buying club”. In 1973, a
group of HSU students -- tired of
paying high prices for poor qualbanded together to buy staples
like organic flour, rice, and beans
in bulk direct from suppliers.
They split the cost and divided

the food. This led to pooling their

receive discounts from

participating merchants.
- Vote in Co-op elections.
- Serve on the Co-op Board

- Support our local
economy by focusing on
locally grown (FRESH!)
and produced foods.

of Directors.

- Promoting a clean world

It’s easy to join!

and good health
through organic farming.

ity food in supermarkets --

Just pick up an application at any
register or the customer service

- Reduce waste by

window, complete the application
and return it with a minimum

providing foods in bulk.
- Provide nutritional

investment of only $25.00.

information for
consumers.

resources and renting a storefront
in Arcata. As others became

* Fair Share members only.

J oin Us.

members by investing in the little
store, the Co-op was born.

Receive a 2% discount

- Make loans to the Co-op
at special rates.°
- Use your Co-op card to

which the Co-op was founded:

North Coast Cooperative, Inc. (the
Arcata and Eureka Co-ops) began

for the past 7 years.
everytime you shop.°

many changes over the past
twenty years, but members today
still support the same ideals on

How the Co-op began -

shares

Become a Part of the Cooperative Spirit on the North Coast.
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COMMUNITY
Homeless advocate organizes
family center in McKinleyville
@ New center seeks to “break the cycle
of poverty” by keeping families intact.
By Dawn Hobbs
STAFF
Inanattemptto decentralize
some of the human services of
Humboldt County, a homeless
advocate is trying to organize a
Northcoast Family

Peltier said, referring

to recent
timber
industry layoffs.
“Our work will
Peltier envisionsa
be to prevent family
center to act as a
dissolution, violence
referral service, offer
and homelessness
counseling, a crisis
and
to
connect
phone service, health
families with familycare and a garden.
counseling services
“People have to
and other human
take responsibility for
services they may
their lives but we’re
vid Peltier
need,” said David
there to help and to try
Peltier, a human-rights activist to prevent
people from getting
and homeless advocate for the to a level of self-abuse and selfpast 15 years.
degradation,” Peltier said,
Peltier is calling for the adding he sees the center as “an
donation of a building or land to oasis of hope.”
site the facility which will service
Peltier stressed itis “easier and
ae
in the McKinleyville,
cost effective to prevent family
ieldbrook, Trinidad, Orick and
violence and breakup” rather
nearby unincorporated rural
than deal with it after it’s alareas.
ready occurred.
Center

McKinleyville.

Hamburg pushes
liberal legislation

“I'm aoe
the neglectful
years of the
Reagan administration and am calling for the new

The Northcoast Family
Center will “be to complement
existing
human-services
programs,” Peltier said. “We will
try to break the cycle of poverty
and try to keep families intact
through hard economic times,”

in

'

By

administration and Congress to
come forward and deliver,”

last 12 years have been

characterized by a concerted attack on social services and community-needs spending that
help citizens in need.”

woman's right to choice, pro-

tect wetlands and provide
ip,
enone
Freedom of Choice Act
of 1993 gives women legal
right to their reproductive
organs without
the amendments proposed by the Bush
administration.
“I don’t believe
that the government should be telling
women when and when not
to havea baby,” thecongress-

ile in Congress, I intend

to fight for directing revenues
away from military budgetsand
toward human

needs,”

Dawn Hobbs

Rep. Dan Hamburg, DUkiah, visited Humboldt
County this week to meet constituents and reaffirm platform vows.
Hamburg hasco-sponsored
pending bills to preserve a

Peltier said.
Rep. Dan Hamburg, D-Ukiah,
who supports human services
funding for the North Coast,
said,

Wednesday, Feb.
10, 1993 _

Ham-

burg said, adding, “Social ser-

vices can never be an adequate

substitute for an economy that

supports families.”
A place is needed for low-in-

come families “to get referrals
and get ideas on how to deal

man said.

The Wetlands Reform Act
of 1993 is “basically
a bill that
will assist us in the final reauthorization of the Clean
Water Act,” he said.
“The protection of clean
water inthis country depends
on the preservation of the

with their problems,” said Kathy
Anderson, director of Arcata

Food Endeavor and shelter coordinator for Arcata House.

“McKinleyville is a very ap-

propriate place” for this project,

Anderson said. “There isa lot of
need in that area and little resources.”

wetlands,” Hamburg said.
Hamburg is also a co-sponsor of HCR 15, a resolution
demanding that Congress
meet the needs of “childrenin
this country, to be treated out
of the respect they deserve,”
including “progressive prenatal care” and immunizations.
The con
said he
will work to support legislation which increases student
financial aid or control fee
costs and allow for service in
lieu of fee payments.
“This is one issue that
Clinton is really trying to adjust, so that every student in
America is able to go to college and not leave in debt,” he
said
There are a few issues, however, on which Hamburg disagrees with Clinton — primarily
potential tax proposals
which Clinton will announce
Feb. 17.
Hamburg sees both a good
and a bad side to proposed
increases in the gas tax.

See Hamburg,
page 17

Boycott threat ends

North Coast crabbers
@ Califomia seafood processors lured local crab

fishermen back to work last week with a $1.05-perpound agreement — the lowest in 10 years.
per-pound offer to $1.05 per pound and
refused to go higher.

By Roger Kane
COMBERIACK STAFF

Vince Thomas, a Pacific Choice repreny raised
its
sentative, said if the com

North Coastcrab fishermenended their
67-day strike and began fishing again
Thursday.
The fishermen accepted a $1.05-perpound offer from Northern California
seafood processors.
On Dec. 1, crab fishermen from Northern California organized a strike to protest low wholesale
crab prices.
According to local fishermen, the dis-

agreement

an when

processors re-

fused to pay more than $1 per pound for
locally caught crab.
The dollar-per -pound offer was accepted by fishermen from Oregon and
on, who were expecting to reWi

an

Ener

rT

Following the acceptance of the price

out-of-state crabbers from the north,

the dollar-per-pound price has now bestandard.
s ind
come this
crabpurlargest
Northern California's
chaser, Pacific Choice Inc., will purchase
an estimated 1.5 million to 2 million
unds of the controversial crustaceans

fom Northern California crabbers this

season.

PacificChoice raipedtaciging)

price again it would cost $200,000 in profits

This $200,000 would be recouped from
customers through higher supermarket
prices.

“All the markets are competing and
we're talking about selling a product,”
Thomas said.
The price “has nothing to do with local
fishermen,” he said.

John Sowerwine is one fisherman who

d

Sowerwine, a Trinidad fisherman, be-

lieves ere

and lar,
th
any
of the
lied wi

fishing outfits not
North Coast fishermen’s associations

would like to see them disintegrate.
So far the associations Save tomtned

he said.

intact and s

| Sowerwine

said itisa big boat vs. little

boat issue.
Humboldt
Heikkila,
Wayne
Fishermen’s Marketing Association representative,

The big fishingboatsfromOregonand
Washington are to blame for the strike

because they

the low offerfrom

despite heavy protest from

dol ag:_ fighermep’s " . associations along

A price dispute between local crab fishermen and processors
controversial crustaceans resulted in a 67-day strike.

California’snortherncoast, Heikkilasaid.

Heikkila said thestrikerevolvesaround

profitand thelow

pricesareanattemptto

over these

fishermen who are also refusing to fish.

= The reason non-association fishermen
are staying off the water is debatable.

undermine the efforts of the fishermen’s —_ Terry Roelofs is an HSU fisheries proassociations to build strong alliances fessor linked to the strike through friends
who depend on crab fishery for survival.
among fishermen.
within
“There is tremendous
While Heikkila wouldn't advocate a

boycott of crab purchased from Oregon
and Washington, as called for by non-

association

fishermen, he said “it was a

goodidea” and ees
" Bees

sui
Se,

n
non-a
SSeS

the commercial crab community right
le who are feeling the
now for the

economic

the greatest to break
“

fa di

taceans,

pag. page
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by temporarily
—)

shutting

it

temporarily ~
RISTQRANIE

1TALILANO

Cucina
Deliziosa!
305 F Street, Eureka
445-1912

Thursday marked the beginning of Louisiana-PacificCorp.’s
temporary shutdown of its Samoa-based pulp mill.
Bill Windes, spokesman for the
mill, said the four-week closing
isdue to “an over-supply of pulp
in the world market which has
caused a drop in prices.”
Windesadded LP would “lose
more by operating
(the mill)than

Surfrider dance

treatment due to a recent lack of
wastewater treatment chemicals
caused by a fire at a chemical
Benicia. Because of the
plant in
fire, the city is purchasing more
expensive chemicals from other
sources.
Also at the meeting:
e The council apsean
Nancy Reichard to the Wetlands
= Creeks Advisory Commit-

benefit Sunday

and problems with wastewater

down.”

Low pulp prices have also
Community
brought on the permanent closclips
|| ; of on LEee r Co., an-

LP mill closes

in part by uncollected DUI fees

ober local pul
LP’spulpm Pris haslost
$20 million during the past year
and the corporation has watched
the price of pulp continue to
drop, Windes said.
Samoa’s pulp-mill employees
received notice a few weeks ago
that unless the price of pulp increased, the plant would temporarily shut down.
Employees will receive comcompensaplete unemployment
tion during the mill’s losing,
Windes said.
As for the possibility the mill
could follow the path Simpson
took, Windes said the temporary closing of the Samoa pulp
mill “is not a permanent state.”
wens has spent $130 million on
rading the mill. You don’t
k away from that kind of
coananniaiael: he said.

Reichard isthedirectorofnatural resource for the Redwood

y n.
Associatio
n it
un
CommActio

Deputy City Clerk Diana Webb
said the committee will advise
the council “on matters relating

to policies affecting creek, wet-

land and tideland areas in
Arcata.”
e Although the city approved
the mid-year budget adjustment,
est by four
it denied the
ups to waive

the supervisor

forSe cibp-apennoredl events.
On behalf of RSVP, Director
Alexandra Reid offered volunteer assistance to the city in any
capacity that would be applicable.

— Erin Waldner

City council
adjusts budget

— Beau Redstone

Pregnancy help

City Manager Alice Harris
submitted the mid-year budget
and special events policy adjustat
approval
for
ments
Wednesday's city council meeting.

The Humboldt Open Door
Clinic counseling service is offering a new support group for
regnant women. Thegroup will
meet at the clinic on Wednes-

According to Harris, adjustmentsto the budget were caused

The local Surfrider chapter
will host its annual member
ship drive and benefit dance
Sunday at the Plaza Grill in
Arcata.

A$5 donation will be collected
at the door.
With a $15 membership fee,
the donation is waived.
Members
receive the Surfrider
newsletter, can attend all meetings and have input in the
organization's decision-making
process.
The event will feature music
by Stone Crazy and Graffiti and
bea mix of reggae,
funk, rock ‘n’
roll and blues.
Surprise guests will perform
acoustics for two hours starting
at 5 p.m.
Local merchantsdonated food
and raffle prizes for the event.
Humboldt’s Surfrider Foundation has worked for two years
on the local level for cleaner
‘oceans and public access to
beaches.
The foundation is working on
a shower project in the North
area to provide shower

stalls for surfers and scuba
divers. It has also reinstated the
buoy system.
On Feb. 24, the foundation
will hold the chapter's board of
directors election for next year’s
officers.

days from 10 a.m. to noon.

—Anna Moore

It s Valentine's Day...
Pamper Your

Sweetheartat

OONRISE HERBS
¥ Massage Oils
ena Lotions &
|
Creams
¥Herbal Aphrodisiacs
r

Candles ¥Ginseng
¥incense Baskets
Seren ¥More

he
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‘Citizen legislator’ runs for Senate on reform platform
i

i

ie Republican

i

candidate

Margie

yearsof

Handley

lade

favors a charter system which gives

schools more control over their budget.

By David Courtland

advocatesamoratoriumonnew

Board of Forestry regulations

tect the environment,
but wealso
have to consider the economic

for the 2nd Senate District out-

term. She also supported elimi-

impacts,” she said.

lined her platform during a Jan.

nating political action commit-

28 _ press

tees.

until timber producers find a
way tobe productive withinthe
current laws.
“It’s important that we pro-

¢ Abortion — Handleyisprochoice.

McKinleyville
-

School.

“I can assure
youthatI’mnot
going | to quit
or a better po-

“it!
j
It's (abortion)
QWwoman and

litical opportuzy

WOMAN

nity. That's not
my motive for
running.

between
God...a

should have the

“It’s

be-

tween

.

woman

should

2nd district senatorial candidate

poses
said Sacer

motivated instead byconcernfor

she said would fund private

_In 1990 Handley drew
46 per-

schools at the expense of an al-

_centof the votesinan unsuccess-

¢ The homeless — Handley

grass-roots effort that
I believe is

advocated a program similar to

going to carry us to victory,” she

the one recently proposed bythe

said.

ready under-funded public ful campaignagainstincumbent
schoolsystem.Shefavorsachar- Sen. Barry Keene, D-Ukiah, for
ter school system that gives the seat he recently vacated.
schools more control over their © Handley says support for her
own budget and lets them set campaign is stronger than in
their own curricula.
1990. “I have a phenomenal

Clinton Administration.

“The enthusiasm from my

“I think we should be able to

campaignis 10 times whatit was

last time.”

to

MendocinoCounty,
Handley has

RONDO

the

state takinga share of local governments’ pro
tax revenues

whoqealicad the

toreduce fs thadget deficit.

passage of Prop. 140 in 1990

ee

Handley said the state could

eames

would encourage more grass- _ still trim many administrative

=

experience in dealing with state

roots campaigns.

fotel poditore

costs from its budget, such as

“I think what's going to happenisthatyou’regoingtofinda
citizen like me running, a per-

Senate because after 20 years in
business, it just wasn’t fun any-

son who

BD

owned or managed several
North Coast businesses
during a

the state’s economy, citing her
tionsasa businesswoman.
“I decided to run for the state

on whi

_® The state

“You'd see an enormous _
change
in the
political process,”

Handley, 53, said she was

Handley tothe Califia Trans

op-

fiscal crisis —
Handley op-

sentative,” Re-

publican
Margie Handley said.

Handley

A hasS-anurstion resident of

have

the right
choose.”

MARGIE HANDLEY

I feel that's

‘

Education—

woman and _ take facilitiesthatareemptyand
God,”
she _ give them shelter until the huoo “I be- man services people can help
ieve
a them become independent.”

right to choose.”

why I would be
a good repre-

fat eee

career.
In 1985 then-Gov.

George Deukmejian appointed

ion
Commission,
“"S Timber reform — Handley posesthe vouchersystem,
which Fheserved
until 1989,

Calling herself a “citizen legislator” with no aspirations to
run for an office higher than the
one she is seeking, a candidate
at

23-year

there’s a enormous amount of
¢

Focusing herremarksongovernmental reform, Handley endorsedaproposalby Assembly
Speaker Willie Brown to prohibit state legislators from running for higher office in mid-

conference

don’tbuythat,”shesaid.“Ithink

are:

more,” Handley said.

OSOSOC~S~S~S

Ge specific positions

Handley takeson variousissues

:

CUMBERJACK STAFF

publicservice,” shesaid.

_ extensive useof state-owned cars
and traveling at state expense.

"

eee

Recruitin d ate:
Sign up = at:

“I keep hearing that we've cut
everything that can be cut, but I

wants to give eight

Se

;

eee
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—
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Equal opportunity employer
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HSU student helps Somalis with sanitation
Wednesday, Feb. 10, 1993

@ The former Peace Corps volunteer will
spend his six-month internship living in a
refugee camp on the Horn of Africa.
and sanitation specialist in the
Peace Corps several years ago,
departed for Africa last week to
train Somalisin latrineand hand-

By Auriana Koutnik
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Stories of starving Somalis
may have brought worldwide
relief efforts
to Somalia, but refu= are still faced with a severe
ack of water and sanitary systems, according to an HSU inter-

national development technology graduate student.
George Schroeder, a water

dug well construction.

Once trained, the Somalis will
return to their country to install
water and sanitary systems.
“You know, it kind of conjures up these images of goodwill and benevolence, but that’s
not why I’m interested,”
Schroeder said.
“I'm not on a mission from
God,” he laughed. “I’m just going for an internship.”
Refugee camp
Schroeder’s internship will
take place in Mandera, a city
located in the far northeastern
corner of Kenya near the Ethio-

pian and Somali borders, in an
International Refugee Commit-

tee camp.

months he will be in Mandera.
“The place where I'll be living

is like a camp. There will prob-

ably be a lot of other Americans,
Europeans, foreigners. It'll be
like an expatriate on-play of ‘disaster tourists’ and ‘international
do-gooders of the world,’” he
added

est in finding out how the IRC
draws the line between relief effort and sustainability.
“If the refugees have fled the
places where they liveand work,
they’re running away and have
no food, no money. A relief effort gives them erro they

The

food,
clothes,
a house.

He joined the Peace Corps
shortly after receiving a

this

bachelor’s d
University
of

Me.is

“| wouldn't be in-

peeuy
funded

—_

n

a

with
smile.

IRC,
founded
by Albert

volved in the relief
'
‘
’
... 'if
think
if: | didn't

not sustainable.
do
Star

——

would become

9

help refu-

sustainable.

people

happy

again?
That is

butreally the only way todoitas
a career is to get a master’s de-

The water and sanitation spe-

gram had an advertisement in a
publication I gotafter I returned
from the Peace Corps (in 1990),”
he said.
HSU’s international development technology program suited

«

get

ese

be

to

gees flee-

self-suf-

GEORGE SCHROEDER

2

ficient,

HSU graduate student

Hitler's

Ger-

produc-

tive and

many,
ae

has relief

coe
grams in
Africa, Asia, Central America,

Europe, North America and the
Middle East.
“It is focused on setting up
refugee camps, but also training

sustainability,” he said.

cialist said he is interested

in

124 Second Street
Eureka, CA 95501

“Other than that, I’m really a
little vague about what I’m going to be doing. I’ve only talked

occupants to take care of them-

be

didn’t think that at some point it

20 minutes about travel arrange-

selves. It starts out as a pure
relief effort, but then it tries to

would become sustainable.”

ments,” Schroeder said a few

develop

445°3159

days before he was scheduled to
leave Arcata.
Schroeder said he expected to

Schroeder said.

Exciting challenge

to a guy twice on the phone for

live in a tent for the six or more

both

the’ relief

effort

and

sustainability, but “I wouldn’t
involved

in the relief if I

sustainability,”

He added one of the reasons

he was looking forward to his

arrival at Mandera was his inter-

OPEN SEVEN DAYS

“For Musicians...

By Musicians”

Although Schroeder had no
idea what to expect in Kenya,
“that’s the exciting part, not

Schroeder’s needs, so he moved
to Arcata and began school in
the fall of 1992.
“I chose the program for its
title more than any knowledge |
would gain from it,” he said.

“It seemed to be the best way

be kind of challenging to make
do with whatever is there,” he
said.
Granted an educational leave
in order to complete an internship, Schroeder said he hopes to

to continue a career working

complete the 15 units of course
work and 6 unitsof thesisneeded

overseas doing what I was doingas a Peace Corps volunteer,”
roeder said.
“And I love Arcata. It’s beautiful. I’m from a coastal town in
New Jersey. I lived two blocks
from the beach. That was about
all there was there. Here you’ ve

to receive his graduate degree in

got the beach, forest, small-town

next spring to

international development technology.

PERIODICALS,

gree. The HSU graduate pro-

knowing what to expect. It will

return to HSU

NORTHTOWN
BOOKS

from State
New York Mari-

time College in 1987 with a
double major in marine engineering and humanities.
As a Peace Corps volunteer,
Schroeder helped protect drinking water supplies and provide
safe excreta disposal sites for
groups of ten or more families
who shared one open-dug well
in the Philippines.
“I liked living and working in
third world countries so much,

:

in

Schroeder, a soft-spoken 26ear-old who enjoys riding his
icycle in the woods and readingauthorssuchas Henry Miller,
said his interest in this field of
work developed when he was
working as a Peace Corps volunteer in the Philippines.

atmosphere. It’s cozy. I’m looking forward to coming back.”

Socially Conscious
Spiritually Alive
The

Enrollment is still open and will provide
coverage through August 24, 1993. Coverage
for dependents is also available.
Brochures are available at the
A.S. Business Office

Phy

South Lounge, Univ. Center
826-3771

Arcata United Methodist Church
1761 11th St.
Arcata

Serving Christ and the Community for 140 years
Join

College
Great

Music

ee

a

Bible

us

for

study and social ¢ v«
Worship
music-voice and handbell ch

Worshiy

y-

J
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Hamburg:
¢ Continued from page 13
“If you are a conservationist,
you will encourage conservation
and apply the money toward
environmental efforts,” Hamburg said. However, he views
the gas tax as

Ambitious agenda
alliesin the world havealready,”

buy Headwaters Forest.
Many misunderstand the
Stark bill, he said.
People don’t realize only a
Ewe of the property would
purchased with the remaincairnacreage to be managed by
Six Rivers National Forest, Hamburg
said.

he said. “It’s concerned

with

health care spending
on services
and less on administrative over-

head.”
Attorney general

people have

fromthe

Zoe Baird, Clinton’s first
nomination for attorney
y
withdrew because she
illegal aliens for childcareand did
not pay Social Security taxes.
Judge Kimba Wood subsequently withdrew before nomination because she also hired
illegal aliens for childcare, but
in her case it was not a violation
of the law and she paid taxes.
Hamburg is glad that Baird

to use their
cars.”

Maxxam
Group,

eral — not because she hired a

“a regressive

e Stark

form of taxa-

bill is a for-

tion, especially in a ru-

est protection
bill

ral district
where thereis

which
cludes

not a lot of

government

public trans-

000 acres

Hamburg

said

he

Peruvian couple, but because the
Clinton administration has
“enough corporate lawyers.”
“There has never been a case
in the U.S. Senate where a man
hashad toaccount for childcare,”
Hamburg said.
“It’s just because they are
women,” he said. “It’s a real

PL.
Hamburg
also
had

of living increases for so-

comments
on twoofthe
i

a

biggest
news items

ae

certain

entitlements which

“affect So-

cial Security recipients who are
not destitute” should be cut.

Environmental issues
In terms of environmental issues, Hamburg is ina prime position to initiate change.
The congressman
has been appointed to the Committee on
Public Works and Transportation and the Committee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries,
which he considers to be “the
two mostinfluential committees
in terms of writing and authorizing environmental legislation.”
He is working with the U.S.

Fish and Wildlife Service, environmental groups and Pacific

Lumber Co. officials, trying to
attain the funding necessary to

of late —

Your mama should too.

Send The Lumberjack home to

folks.

It’s only $7 per semester (a good dea) and
$12 for the year (a great deal)

double standard. I’m glad about

Clinton's
appointment choice to head the

Zoe but really sorry about the
situation with Kimba Wood.”

health care campaign and his
choice of nominees for the attorney general post.
Hillary Rodham

The LA Times
reads
The Lumberjack.

was not appointed attorney gen-

which owns

also would
not support a
freeze in cost

aah

_inthe

urchase of

portation and

cial security
recipients, al-
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Hamburg

Oi Medical Group & Counseling

said he “really

¢ Family Planning

wants to see a woman as attor-

Clinton “is

¢ Counseling for men-women-children

ney general because it is a key

the best qualified person in the
administration to be trying to
maintain a campaign to form
health care,” Hamburg said.

cabinet post and all of the other

key posts have already had men

¢ Family Medicine
fee based on sliding scale, insurance or Medi-Cal

appointed to them.”
The congressman also voiced
concern over international af-

“There is clearly no one the

president listens to more and
(she) has the intellectual resources and the drive and determination,” he said.
However,
rather than supporting Clinton’s managed competi
tion health care plan, Hamburg
plans to co-sign a bill for singlepayer national health care.

785

“TUST

OVER
Hours:

fairs.
International and peacekeeping forces should be used, not
the U.S. military, should Clinton
be faced with escalation in of the

18th

Street

THE
FOOTBRIDGE”
M-F 8am to 5pm
822- 2481

war in Bosnia, said Hamburg.

Hamburg also said he is “un
comfortable with the U.S. Marines in Somalia.”
“I’m uncomfortable with the

Health care
“Single-payer national health
care i becloatly what all of our

U.S. military finding a new role
to justify its existence,” Hamburg said.

Te

: ae Me

Mexican
Food
for here or to go

Home

of the

Famous

World

Vegerito!
o

Danny Fast Fingers

r

On Tap:
Sierra
vada, Anchor Foghorn, McNally’s Extra

(for that “extra” kick) & Steelhead- light & dark

854 9th Street, Arcata * 822-3441
(under the blue awning between H &1 St.)
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UNE URINE
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NIE Kt
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Self-defense teaches confidence
@ Martial arts training provides women
with “a sense of empowerment.”
comfortable dealing with the
world on its own terms,”
Newsome said.
“Being aware is the key,so
youdon’tjust blunder intoa situation and (are) unprepared,” he
said.
Northcoast School of Aikido
instructor Midge Brown said,
“Having trained in martial arts
for 12 years gives me confidence,
a sense of empowerment and a

By Dawn Hobbs
L

Women do not have to fear
walking alone at night. There
are options to feeling imprisoned
by society.

Calling the escort service or
reporting suspicious activity to
a public safety officer doesn’t
help a woman who is not near a

phone or is walking
campus
alone in the community.
Nor do these

feeling that I’m not at the mercy

services alleviate

prisonment some

women
may expe-

rience.
“Tt is important

of my surroundings.”
“I feel Ihave more ofa senseof
myself and an ability to interact
in whatever manner I need to,”
Brown said. “Martial arts
vide ... self-confidence
an
awareness of what each of us is
ble of.”
ere are several simple self-

them,” said John Newsome, an

HSU self-defense instructor who
teachesa one-unit
class through
the health and physical education department.
Newsome said women in his
class have
expressed concern
over the alleged rape on campus
last semester. Some women said
the escort service was a good
idea; others stated it “wasn’tfair”
they had to depend on such a

defense ere

woman can

learn to d
herself from an
attacker.
“If you can understand how
thehuman body works and your
sme then you have some
ce for survival,” said Dan

service.

“I think the main objective in

= course is to give students

confidence and make them

ASSOCIATED STUDENTS
PROGRAMS AND OTHER
INTERESTED PARTIES...

826-3771
Budget requests
are due by 4:00
p.m. on Monday,
February 15.

Live in Arcata...
PRESENTS
Swim to the Beat of Humboldt County's

SMALL FISH & Chowderhead
at the

Ages

. $4 adv./$5 door,

21 & over, " show 9:00
Grateful Dead Style Rock & Roll from San Francisco

> & Renegade

or All
$4 adv./$S
.Windham Hill

TUCK

azz

PATTI Artis:

PATTI

$15 adv./$17 door,ogee

8:00
0

“Eco-fusion
jazz

WINDCAVEEa & Graffiti
$4 adiv./$5 door
1 & over, show 9:00

Seattle Rockers
AMBAY i id
oe

Sponsored by you,
The Associated Students

Saints

Ages. 8:00/show 9:00

at the Arcata Theatre,

at the

Byrd&
Mon. 9:30,
oP em Ree

to

tage.”

Basic human instinct may tell
you to resist attack. Perez advises students not to resist, “but
to use that force to step in and
get him.”
“Ifamanattacks, alotof people
think the first place to kick is in
the groin,” he said. “This is not
the best place to
attack because

DAN PEREZ
self-defense instructor

feiten than accepting the role of
victim when it is
thrust
upon

1993-94-A.S. budget request
applications are available in
the A.S. Business Office;
University South Lounge.

instructs students

“use an attacker's force against
themselves. Harness their energy and use it to your advan-

survival.”

tolet people know

plenty of options

ATTENTION

dent.
Perez

“If you can understand how
the human body works ... then
you have some chance for

pendence or im-

Instructor Dan Perez, left, and HSU graduate student Karen
Nelsen work through basic self-defense movements.

e stule
graduat
ip
subjects
a mult

that is the first

the feelings of
helplessness, de-

ROGER KANE/THE LUMBERJACK

Perez, a Hwa Rang-Do self-defenseinstructorin Blue Lakeand

=O ©
age

xiv /$5 door, 21
ee

for

at
more

The

Works
tnfo

Arcata/bEucet

8% 39-O:1275

place he will defend.”
Perez led his
students through
a series of kicks
that would thwart
an
attacker’s
harmful intentions.

“If an attacker
pulls at you,” he
told
students,
“with your left footbehind them,
come into a hugging position
and kick on the inside of the
knee, pushing
it out. Grab at the
cide of tio fall ond pull him
around, taking him down with
your hands in his
a
“This is a crippling move,”
Perez said. “The groin area is not
a crippling move. He will feel
but he can recover. If you
his leg, he cannot recover
and chase you down.”
Heinstructed students to push

See Defense, page 19
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Florists peddle holiday petals
By Teri Carnicelll
Diamonds would be nice; so
would a new car.
Unfortunately a student’s
pen, gi is rarely that healthy,so
rjack has once a
taken cone in hand to fin the
best deals on flowers for your
special someone on Valentine’s
or those with a little more to

spend, Safeway at 600 F St. hasa
half-dozen arranged roses for
$14.98; People’s Petals on the
corner of Seventh and F streets
has the same for $15; Arcata Floristat 1540GSt. hasa half-dozen

arranged roses for $27.50; Mad
River Gardens at 3384 Janes Rd.
sells a half-dozen for $32.50; and
Country Living Florist and Fine

Gifts at 1166 H St. sells the arrangement for $35.
multiple roses are out of
reach, People’s Petals has a
single rose for $3; Safeway hasa

single wra

rose with

baby’s

breath an
s for $3.98; Mad
River Gardens has a single
wrapped rose for $4.50; Arcata
Florist and Country Living sells
one for $5.
For those who think roses are
too traditional, Mad River Gardens has a special mixed spring
bouquet in a glass vase for
$22.50; Arcata Florist
has tulips
and carnations in a basket for
$23.50; Country Living has a
mixed bouquet for $25 which
comes
with a musical cupid;and
Safeway will have a large selection of mixed bouquets starting
around $12.98.

Mc
People’s Petals will do arrangements on demand and it’s
BYOV — bring your own vase.
You can pick whatever flowers
you want for the bouquet with
singles starting at $1.
Whatever you decide, be it
carnations or calla lillies, rhododendrons or roses, be sure to

GENESIS LIVE
THE WAY WE WALK VOLI
Atlantic

patronize the local florists for

the best deals on a more romantic type of bud.
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Bookstore February 10" - 12", 10am to 4pm.
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“A boycott is only going to hurt the

Crustaceans
¢ Continued from page 13
with the associations and fish
for a dollar a pound,” he said.
“They’re (the striking fishermen)
desperate,” Roelofs said.
“That's why it leads to the
kinds of emotions that can absolutely lead to wars, personal
wars,
and it’s why someone who
isn’t an association member is
going to think long and hard

DENTISTRY
Mark A. Hise MS-DDS
di

sean

about going out and putting
three hundred crab pots outside
of Humboldt Bay, even though
they know they could pull them

inand have$10,000in their pock-

ets at the end of the
day.”
Roelofs
said
Northern
California's crab fishery is “the
most dependable fishery
around.”
Despite the abundance and
quality of local crab, “local processors aren’t so dependent on

consumer. The stores that are

local fishermen for the sale of
crab.

boycotting us are only hurting their

some of the
freeze ors
“Process
ted nadistribu
is
it
and
catch

Customers.”

tionwide,” he said.
Forthatreason alonehedidn’‘t

VINCE THOMAS
Pacific Choice

think a boycott would accom(
plish very much.

o
doubts about
had als
Thomas

the effectiveness of a boycott.
“Ninety percent of the crab

we purchase is frozen and sent

to markets all over the country,”

representative

hurt the consumer,” Thomas
said. “ The stores that are boycotting us are only hurting their

Thomas said. “Only about 1 percent of the crab landed here is
sold here.”

customers.”

“A boycott is only going to

Most college students
spend their summer
earming money.
Bank of America
would like to help them
keep some of it.

530 Bush Street, San Francisco, CA 94108

Kinko's... the
We can't keep a secret. It
seems as if everyone knows
that Kinko's is the place to
find a lot more than just
great copies... it's the place
the services you need

And we’ll give you a free order of 200

tunities to make

Eagle-design wallet-style checks to start you

money.

off in style.

But some-

times the money’s a

of

most.

At BofA we respond to students’ check-

little hard to hang on

ing account needs. With

to. That’s why BofA

Card for no-fee cash withdrawals at over

has this special check-

4,000 VERSATELLER®

ing account offer for students:

place to copy

to discover a full

Summers bring oppor-

a VERSATEL®
and ReadyTeller®

ATM’s throughout the West.

Just come into any Bank of America

customer service by phone.

branch, show us proof of full-time college
status, and open a personal checking account.

24-hour
And more.

So drop in now for full details.

It could be

the start of a very profitable summer.

We’ll waive the monthly service charges
during the summer months of June, July and

BANKING ON AMERICA™

August while you’ré enrolled in college.*
Arcata Branch
697 8th Street
444-6232

GR

eenkot

america

*Charges for overdrafts and other account-related services still apply.

Bank of America NT&SA

© Member FDIC

Humboldt State University

Four years maximum.
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Campus tech gains notice

Mini-marsh reclaims bath water
@ An environmentally |
friendly house run by
students recycles water.

Graywater Marshes at the Campus Center for Appropriate Technology
from the sinks, baths and laundryis

into a primary

hen. Two
hair and food

By P. Andrew Hessel

Bulrushes, cattails and water

tank outside
the

paretey provide habitat for
les, frogs, dragonflies and

ulto net screens catch skin,
les which are removedto

UOMBERIACK STAFF

water purification system
that starts ina
ge
can and includes a back
yard marsh is
sparking interest in a
unique house on campus.
The Campus Center for Appropriate
Technology, also known as the Buck
House, demonstrates waste and energy
systems engineered to be less detrimen-

tal to the environment than conventional systems.
Buck House residents have received
letters from across the country and
abroad — even a telephone call from
the Virgin Islands — from eg
interested in applying similar techniques. Recent articles in Environmen-

The original marsh bed

Microorganisms live

is filled with about two feet of
gravel and about one foot of

plant stems and

water.

tal Action and Home Power magazines

aroused much of the attention.
One system in particular is getting
noticed.

Pipes distribute water

“We get more inquiries about our

graywater system

underwater on the

\

than anything else,”

said James Everett, one of the Buck

evenly through each cell.

House’s three live-in, student codirectors.

A

remove impurities.

pS
Treated water is

“Graywater” comes from sinks,

stored until

shower and laundry — as opposed to
“black water” from toilets.
The graywater’s

needed for the

first stop after going

down the drain is a garbage can that
serves as a primary settling tank. A
mesh screen filters out hair and other
solids, and grease is collected in a
bucket. This sediment is composted and
used to fertilize plants.
After passing through a second
settling tank, the water begins its fiveday trek through one of two
rate
miniature marshes of different design.
The newer marsh is filled to the water
line with gravel to hinder egg-laying by
mosquitos, whereas the water surface is
exposed in the other. Studies have not
yet been done to see which is more
efficient.
Each marsh is approximately 3.5 feet
wide by 14 feet long. They each consist
of three waist-deep cells lined with
lastic sheeting.

. The —_ are stair-s

cory

ig

slightly,
allo
vity to
ier i
wh tien, Wooden dividers
called baffles separate the cells, forcing

the water to weave over and under
them to slow its journey.
Plants growing in the marshes

include hard-stem bullrushes, cattails,
marsh pennywort, water parsley and
watercress.

abitat is also

provided for

insects and
birds, including a
marsh wren that recently
discovered the marshes.
As water percolates through this
living system, moving through one cell
and into the next, impurities are
removed — consumed by bacteria and
other microorganisms living among the
roots of the plants.

The under-gravel marsh bed
has no oe

no

vegetation tha the porto

marsh

Water weaves under and over
the po baffles that divide
each cell in the bed, taking five
days to filter through the marsh.

SOURCE: Maria Moore, Ron Sutciifie, CCAT
NAN ROBERTS / THE LUMBERJACK

Dead bacteria provide food for the
plants, which are harvested for
composting.

After going through the marsh, the
water is filtered through
sand and ends
up ina I
on holding tank.At this
point it has
purified enough
to
meet swi
water standards
set by
the Environmental Protection Agency.
Bill
Lydgate, who works for the state
Water
ty Control Board and is the
Buck House’s graywater expert, said
the gravel marsh ”
y could
blackgevaal
Altho
ywater is
not cance
to drink, it is put to
other uses.
A solar-powered electric pump is
used to draw water from the holding

tank for use on some plants.

The nutrient-rich water is not used to
irrigate leafy food crops (like lettuce) or
root crops such as carrots to avoid the
risk of any contaminant getting into
food. It can be used on other food
crops, such as tomatoes and fruit trees,

and on ornamental plants.
In this way the mini-marsh system

produces compost, reuses water and
increases the self-reliance of the Buck
House.
In contrast, traditional sewage
systems mix gray and black water, an
approach that is expensive and polluting,

said Ron Sutcliffe, another resident.

verett called the system very
affordable, “considering the costs of
di
of our waste.”
t the marsh treatment is more
work than just pouring something
down the
drain and forgetting it.
Residents need to think about what
they dump down the sink.
Someone once poured rancid milk
down the drain and it was evident in
the marsh for the next five days.
Residents use bio-degradable soap
and avoid draining fats and inorganic
substances such as bleach, phosphorus
and petroleum products.
The drains are equipped with valves
so contaminated water can be directed

to the city sewers instead of the
graywater system. In spite of inconveniences, Sutcliffe calls the system “a
concept whose time has come.”

hat time has almost arrived for
the Larrupin’ Cafe in Trinidad.
The owners are in the process of
constructing their own

graywater

system, with the help of an HSU
engineering graduate student.
verett said at first opposition from
the county to the restaurant’s plan was
high at first. He called
going through
the regulations to instal such systems
“frustrating,” but said he understands
the health concerns of officials when
faced with new waste treatments.
Everett said an advantage
of the
marsh system is that it is
above ground
and easy to monitor for problems.
Problems with septic tanks, on the
other hand, are not so easily spotted.
The California Water Quality Contro

See Mini-marsh, page 22
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DISCOVER
SCIENCE
¢ Bill Zielinski will lecture on animal courtship
atthe Natural History Museum tomorrow at 7:30
p.m. Childcare for 4 and
older by reservation. 8264479.
eMatt Hungerford will
resent “Galaxiesand Colisions” Monday at 4 p.m.,
in Science A 475.
Announce science lectures
and events in DISCOVER
SCIENCE. Send information

to The Lumberjack, Nelson

Hall East 6, science editor.

Information must
be received
by the Friday before publica-

tion (Wednesdays).

Excellence
in on-site
Macintosh
aairlie
upgrade,
and system
TRIE

826-1579}
ed
ad

Forest Service cuts

could be costly
for science majors
By Dirk Rabdau
[LUMBERJACK STAFF

HSU science students — many of whom have found summer employment with the Six Rivers Forest Service — may
have to look elsewhere as budget cuts sustained by the Forest
Service jeopardize thousands of jobs nationwide.

The budget of Six Rivers was cut by approximately $2

million, or 5.3 percent from last year. The reduction will
result in the elimination of both permanent and seasonal
positions, said Six Rivers Personnel Director Tony Montana.
“We just received our budget last Thursday, so the numbers are not in yet. But in the next 14 months there will be
between 20 and 30 full-time positions cut,” Montana said.
Approximately 300 people are employed by the Forest
Service at Six Rivers.
the number of seasonal jobs to be eliminated,
Con
Montana said, “it’s just too early to tell.”
“The result of any seasonal cutbacks in help will be work
that will have to be performed by full-time employees,” he
said.
Montana said the thrust of the cutbacks will be felt in the
timber management program, which includes timber sales,
building and maintaining access roads, engineering support
and administration costs.
For some HSU students this leaves their summer employment in doubt.
Steve Wilson, a 29-year-old biology senior, said there has
been an abundance of job opportunities in past years.
“Last year I was offered the same position by three differthis
ent districts,” Wilson said. “I don’t know what to e
more
be
to
going
is
it
year — although it already seems
I have heard from a couple of people that
difficult
their district$ have expressed concerns over the budget.”

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH]
OF

ARCATA
1700 UNION STREET « ARCATA, CALIFORNIA + 822-0367

Sunday Worship Services

Discover what's L\
new at Kinko's.

9am and 10:45 am

If trying to find a scanner

your disk.
MICROTEK
600ZS

fl

Flatbed

—

Color/Gray

600 dpi

;

Se

kinko-s
the copy center
Open 7 Days
822-8712
16th & G St. - Arcata

445-3334

5th & V St. - Eureka

¢ Continued from page 21
Board is developing a code for
such construction. Permission
is now granted on a casespecific basis.

graywater system since

student volunteers at Youth
Educational Services conceived
the idea in 1978.
In addition to the graywater
system, the house emplo
photovoltaic panels to collect

Evening Praise Service 6 pm
Sunday School - All Ages - 9:30 am

when you need one is

$5.00 per page onto

Mini-marsh

the house, Sutcliffe, Everett
and fellow co-director
Maria Moore give tours and
oversee projects.
Any student can apply to be
a live-in director. The Risteg
is rent-free in lieu of payment
for work. Funding for the
house comes from Associated
Students.
The Buck House has been
involved in projects such as the

ESUS

scanning

graywater system's mini-marsh.

n addition to maintaining

ed

putting a drag on your
plans for a class project,
come into Kinko's. |
You can have your original
scanned while you wait!

Bill Lydgate, graywater expert for the Buck House and employee
of the state Water Quality Control Board, holds a murky bottle
of graywater (left) and a bottle that has filtered through the

4

Solid Rock (college) Fellowship

Thursdays!
be, Chay Ford, Poder Loe

solar energy, a wind turbine,
solar water heating, and a
composting toilet.
The greenhouse and organic
gardens are the setting for
experiments in sustainable
agriculture. Volunteers are
welcome to work in the garden
and share the produce.
A library containing literature on topics including
environmental science and
engineering is open to students
and community members.
Experts offer workshops on
ie

solar oven

verett finds the sharing
of ideas and techniques
fostering self-reliance to
be among the
greatest rewards
of his position at the Buck
House.
“This place is the most incredible thing that’s ever happened
to me,” he said.

GRADES!
UP

YOURS!

We upped ours with
Energy for Life!
Algae extract in capsule
form that gives you
°e mental
e vitality © energ
alertness © attitude
adjustment ¢ a "lift" ¢

in a completely
100%

organic

healthy,

way!

822-6898
©
1-800-927-2597
ext,
0302
LEAVE
MESSAGE!
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Dancers celebrate Native American heritage
Sepnroene
an Duzer Theatre was energized
Friday evening as the cast of the
American Indian Dance Theatre
celebrated the traditions of
America’s indigenous people
through song and dance. It was a
sensory feast as the drums and
voices sang stories of creation,
animals, warriors and tradition, and the

Schedule

brilliant colors of the tribal dance regalia

of

events

¢ Tonight

gave these stories movement, spirit and life.

Keeping the Tradition: A Native American
poetry reading. Van Duzer Theatre,
7 p.m

¢ Thursday
rom the “Eagle Dance”
of the Plains Indians to
the “Apache Crown
Dance” to the “Fancy
Dance” of the Ponca tribe, the
company showed the audience
the diversity
of the many people
called Native Americans.
Within the diversity is unity
in how each Indian nation honors its ancestors and elders, the
Creator and all living things.
The Hoop dancer manipulated
about36 hoops into many forms
of nature
—a butterfly, a flower,
an eagle and finally a sphere
representing the Earth. The

“Butterfly Dance” of the Zuni
nation teaches children the apation of the natural world.
on a tradih dance
tion
to the in vidual wholearns

'

it.

The American Indian Dance

Theatre
was formed in May 1987

by Hanay Geiogamah, a renowned Native American playwright/director, and Barbara
Schwei, a New York-based concert and theatrical producer. It
was the first attempt of any
dance/ theater company tobring
together the traditional Indian
dances from all over North
America into a theater setting.
s 26 dancers, singers
and drummers from
more than a dozen Indian nations gathered in Colorado Springs, the nucleus of the
American Indian Dance Theatre
was formed.
“I always wondered why every country except the United
States had itsown national
dance
companies representing the diverse segments of their cultures,” Schwei said in a telephone interview from New
Ra ie

Native American comedian Charlie Hill.
Van Duzer Theatre,
8 p.m

¢ Friday
Luisefio performance
artist James Luna.

Van Duzer Theatre,
8 p.m.

¢ Saturday
Native American Women’s Symposium
Kate Buchanan Room, 9:30 a.m- 6 p.m
R. Carlos Nakai and Jackalope.
Van Duzer Theatre,
8 p.m.

e Sunday
E-Lam Pomo Dancers. Kate Buchanan
Room,
1 p.m
ANNA

York. “This company provides
Native Americans with achance
to share their heritage and culture with the American public
and the rest of the world.”
The dances performed by
the company are the social and
public dances from the different

LUMBERJACK

Swimmer performs the Hoop Dance. The dance was

originally performed to convey stories.
Indian nations. The secret ceremonial dances remain with the

spiritual leaders and the chosen
dancers of each tribe.

Geiogamah, a member of the

Kiowa/ Delaware tribe, always
confers with tribal leaders before the selection of dances are

See Dance, page 28

Flutist travels many paths
By Dioscoro R. Recio
LUMBERJACK STAFF

ome say his music puts
them to sleep; others
suggest his music
poe inspiration. Regardess, those who
attend an

In a
said of

press release, Nakai
his instrument the

Indian flute: “It’s more a piece
of sculpture than a musical
instrument.

“They’re made by
craftspeople, many of whom
are not trained musicians. In
fact, when they’re made, the
sound-producing mechanism

venue is primarily for entertainment and for people to

enjoy the foibles of culture.

The crowd should be ready to
answer questions and have a
good time,” Nakai said in a
telephone interview from

Tucson, Ariz.
Nakai’s paths have taken

upcoming performance by
teacher, artisan, lecturer,
cultural ambassador and
musician R. Carlos Nakai are
sure to get their ears cleansed
—and maybe learn something

columns) is based on hand and

as well.
Nakai, a Navajo-Ute Indian,

template.”
Nakai said this makes the

descendant of the Ute who
migrated north from Mexico

random. “They’re made for

and were driven into Navajo
territory by Spanish and

will play timeless pieces with
his traditional cedar woodwinds Saturday night at Van
Duzer Theatre.
With the help of his band
Jackalope (whose sound has

been described as
Nakai will blend traditional

d .”by an
tolyou
e
onc
wae
,
ien
Ind
e
m
-Ut
fro
ajo
e
Nav
com
a
it
e
mak
al,
Nek
R. er,Carlos“Feel It in your heart and
eld

Eddie

MOORE/THE

themes with contemporary
music styles. The quartet
features adept storytelling and
a range of tuned and untuned
instruments.

(the finger holes and air
measurements or

measurements of the body or

tonality of the instrument

making musical sounds, not
for playing in tune, as Europeanized ears understand it.”
Most of Jackalope’s music
deals with native people’s oral
tradition and tells stories of
Lord Fommuta and the Dog
Soldier. The stories include

adventures as well as
Jackalope’s view of the world
as it is today.
“We're not political — this

him across the country and

the world to find a closer
relationship to his ancestors’
musical roots.
His father, Ray, was a

Anglo settlers. He became
chairman of the Navajo nation
in the early 1960s and moved
his family to the tribal headquarters at Window Rock in
northeastern Arizona.
“That’s why I go by ‘R.
Carlos Nakai’ — because
people get me confused with

See Nakai, page 28
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James Lung

Charhe til

America’s funniest Native
American comedian, direct
from Jay Leno's Tonight
Show.

$6 General
$4 Students & Seniors

Luisefio performance artist.

$8 General
$5 Students & Seniors
Van Duzer
Theatre

A Carlos Naka ad Ham Pomo Daners

Jekalone

FREE!
Kate Buchanan Room

A haunting synthesis of traditional and contemporary
musical styles.

$14 General
$8 Students & Seniors

Van Duzer Theatre

Van Duzer Theatre

R. Carlos
Nakai « Jackalope

fora complete
schedule of festival

eves cll Centers
at O26-441
4dfal 9 Ssh foo

a i

(s

ree
Lel|e
epee
Juju
world beat band from Santa
Cruz.

$7 HSU Students
$10 General
This high energy ska band
teams up with local favorites
Lakota for

“The perfect rock dish for
the 90's” — Robert Hillburn,
LA Times

$7 HSU Students
$10 General
Kate Buchanan Room

a eae
"._.An eclectic mix of styles
served up with chops
galore..." — Musician
Magazine

$12 HSU Students
$15 General
East Gym

Kate Buchanan Room

what

The Works
Arcata & Eureka

promises

to be one
of the

The New Outdoor Store
Arcata

wildest

nights this
year!

University Ticket Office
Nelson Hall East, HSU

$4 HSU
Students

INFO CALL

$6 General
Kate
Buchanan
Room

Pele Juju

826-3828
AS ue @
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Holy shish keBobs!
From their opening quips (“This water they gave us,
It tastes like pulp!”) to a roof-raising standing ovation, The Bobs, a San Francisco-based a cappella quartet, held
in rapture a packed Van Duzer audience Jan. 30. Matthew Bob
Stull (lower left) supplied much of the evening's humor, with
impersonations of James Brown and Jimi Hendrix. Sultry Janie
Bob Scott (left) sang in a relaxed, precise soprano while
Richard Bob Greene (lower center) and Joe Bob Finett! pulled
off an impressive 7-minute-plus tuba-trumpet jazz

improvisation.
Photos by Robert “Bob” Scheer
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Pacino contemplating the ‘Scent’ o f an Oscar
occupation is women, whom he
has the ability to pinpoint and
describe accurately with senses
other than sight.
But Charlie’s problems start
before Thanksgiving break even

By Jackson Gariand
5
_ t's Haegiings obs, | break.
You’re not going

home to

the folks and you can’t afford to go on a skiing trip with
friends, so you decide
to get a
weekend job to earn a couple of
extra bucks to help cover the
airfare home for Christmas.
Sounds easy, right? It does to
Charlie Simms, played by Chris
O’Donnell, in “Scent of a

begins, when

eral of his classmates setting up
a prank on the dean of the
wealthy boarding school he attends. He finds himself ina position where he must choose
whether to snitch on his friends
and

Minor Theatre.
Little does Charlie know his
job entails keeping watch over a
very temperamental Frank
Slade,ablind retired Army colonel portrayed
by Al Pacino. Slade
is a truly original character. He
is both very explosive and eloquently eccentric. His main pre-

not seem very

i

but when you’ve known

im as long as I have ...”). But
Charlie soon discovers that Slade
has another plan in mind for the

Best Picture, Best Actor (Al

Pacino) and Best Screenplay
(Bo
Goldman, who also scripted
“One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s
Nest”), moves at just the right
pace and is loaded with wonderfully natural and vivid dialogue. O’Donnell turns in a re-

markable performance
asa quiet
hero,complementing the harshness of Pacino’s character well.
But the staple of this film is
Pacino’s performance. He overcomes the technical difficulty of
effectively portraying a blind
character and creates a personality that is both intriguing and
believable. Pacino, whohas been
nominated for an Academy
Award six times but has never
won, certainly has a history of
explosive roles (“The Godfa-

Pacino Is seen here nursing a scotch _ He wishes It were an
Academy Award.

the many Oscar-worthy male
roles portrayed this past-year.
Nevertheless, “Scent of a
y
telseeWoman is definiworth
and
ue
ing for the rich dialog
perstory and the high-caliber
formances of O’Donnell and

ther” trilogy, “Scarface”) and
proves with”Scent ofaWoman”

that he still has the magic that
established his place among the
great actors of our time.
Will Pacino finally take home
an Oscar? It’s hard to tell, for he

Pacino.

will face heavy competition from

®

News from the Associated
Students
Programs

warm to Charlie,

drags him off to New York for a
weekend full of fine women, fine
food and fine glasses of “John
Daniels” (“He may be Jack to
e

A.S

receive an easy ride to

Harvard from the dean or remain loyal to his classmates and
risk his future.
Things only seem to get worse
when Slade, who initially does

Woman,” now showing at the

Inside

he witnesses sev-

weekend — suicide. Their revealing yet humorous adventure forces them toexamine their
own and each other's beliefs.
The film, which garnered
three Golden Globe Awards for

update

Enrollment
at HSU
is
expected to be lowered
by
as
many
as
1,000

SAVE

students during the next
academic
year.
A.S.
funds over 20 student
programs with money received from individual
student

fees.
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Big Sky
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We have the opportunity to provide continued support for these

programs

Interchange

UniSouth

Lounge.

Library Display Cases

Ski Gloves
by Gordini

The display cases
in
the
library
will
be
open next semester to
any campus club wishing
to use them. They will
be

scheduled

semester
16

on

for

next

beginning

Aug.

a

Warm, waterproof

|

and breathable

first-come,

first served basis.
The
A.S. is opposed to any
censorship of the displays,

and

presumes

wo

the

present freedom of expression will continue.
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Name: Jason Schilling
Major: Music
Year: Senior
Discipline: Bassoon
Hometown: El Cerrito
Age: 22
e Why Bassoon: “The bassoon is unique. There are
too many clarinetists in the world, and the world
eneeds more bassoonists.”
e Favorite composer: Mozart
e In regards to Beethoven: “In his ‘Symphony No. 5,’
the fourth movement has a big brass and contrabassoon sound. It was shocking at the time. And
Stravinski’s ‘Rite of Spring’ caused riots when it was
first performed.”
e Latest performance: He played a sonata by
Hindemith, accompanied by piano, at the Cultural
Center last Wednesday. He has played with numerous chamber groups, as well as HSU’s Faculty Quintet.
ce “| make all my reeds
of reeds:
e The importan

Strangers invade from south
By Julle Yamorsky

fter

A

el

playing

to

packed

Gatuaion’ the

West, The Strangers are
bringing their “harmonic
rhythm and
ve” to Arcata
for the first time in more than a
The San Francisco-based
band, which will perform at the
Old Creamery Dancenter Sun-

day night, recently added new
members to form their five-piece
groupand released their second
album,

“the

joker

and

the

wheel,” under their own record
label.
The Strangers have been compared to the Grateful Dead for
their “open, free-spirited jams,”
but they say their music is more
modern than the Dead. The

SHRINK WRAP
POSTERS e CARDS
RECYCLED PAPER:
PADS e JOURNALS
SKETCHBOOKS

.

hours straight and never repeat
a song — and they’re all origi-

group describes their songs as
thick with harmonies and heavy
on the back beat, attracting fans
both young and old.
“Our audiences in most places
area cross section of all interests
and ages — anywhere from 16
to 60,” said vocalist/ guitarist
Allen Bush in a telephone interview from San Francisco.
The band plans on playing
songs from their latest album,
along with new music which
Bush described as “harderedged” than the mellow music
waa produced in the past.
t shows a lot of growth in
songwriting and as musicians,”
Bush
said.
Allthe members contribute to
the band’s extensive repertoire
of original music. Dave Nadel,
manager, said,
the —
play for three
literally
“They can

They are all recent —

graduates now working as fulltime musicians, “practicing

24

hours a day and touring three
weeks out of every month,”
Bush said.
“We have creative obstacles
here and there,” he added. “But
weall get along great. We don’t
but to get along.
have anychoice
We eat, sleep and breathe together.”
ning for The Strangers
will be the Renegade Saints, a
full-board electric boogie group
from Oregon.
Doors openat8 p.m; the show
begins at 9. Tickets, which are
$5, are available at the door or
at The Works in Eureka and
Arcata.

from scratch. Bassooning isn‘t just bassooning; reed-

making is a major part of it. Without good reeds you
can’t sound good.”
e His calling: “| play because | feel that God’s given
me the ability. Right now | feel that He’s called me
to play, but that may change later. I’m very interested in youth ministries.”
plans: “Next year I'll be going for
e Post
my master’s degree. And I'll be getting married.”

NORTHTOWN
ART SUPPLY
ARTISTES

MATERIATS
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— Reported by Bill McClelian
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“Just over the bridge”
age,
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PRANTEING

Students!

Northtown

*15% OFF Art Supplies Jan. 25-Feb. 13

Graphic Design Students:

Painting Students:
Free Winsor & Newton brush
with purchase of 4 tubes
of oil or acrylic paint.

Free class list book Becoming a

Designer ($16.95 value) with
purchase of $20.00 of materials
to first 16 students.

Typical Savings:
Portfolio 23x31
Recycled Sketch Pad

Reg.
$ 8.10
= 9.25

With 15% OFF
$ 6.89
7.86

Ly

11x14 - 100 sheets

Drawing Board 22x25
Art Tote
~~

ae

Newsprint Pad
18x24 - 50 sheets

9.56
13.85
4.95

8.13
11.77
4.20

15th & G Sts. e ARCATA - 822-2942 - OPEN 7 DAYS!

nt
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Nakai: Flute an extension of his soul
¢ Continued from page 23
my father,” he said.

Nakai said the spread of
colonialism suppressed the
native flute music of the
woodlands and plains.
It proved difficult to unearth
information about music of the
Navajo-Ute, as he relied on the

information of non-Native
American cultural anthropologists. They notated representational melody lines, but forced

onoring traditions and

developing new musical
channels.
“This is the 20th century; we
(Jackalope) utilize and develop material that belongs to
our culture,” Nakai said. “We
always strive to keep with
influences that impact and
cause our culture to change,
rather than withdraw to
alienate ourselves.”
Tickets for the 8 p.m. show
are $8 for students and
seniors, $13
general, and are
available at the New Outdoor
Store, Arcata; The Works,
Eureka/ Arcata; and the
University Ticket Office.

from you. Don’t make it come

from the way you've been
—
Nakai said.
i has been feeling it in
his heart for over 14 years,
ever since he met an adopted
Comanche from Santa Fe,
New Mexico, and bartered a
bone breastplate, a couple of
chokers and a pair of partially
beaded moccasins for two red
cedar flutes.
With extensive world tours
encompassing 11 solo and

them to fit into the limited

structure of European music

“Dog-walking seemed
like the perfect job for an
animal lover. But with
any job there are
occupational hazards.
Like sore feet.

I was standing
ata fire hydrant
when I realized my
Alternatives”by
Birkenstock were

beautiful.
They have no animal
products in them.
But, like all other
Birkenstocks, they’re
designed for comfort.
So my mind and my feet
can be perfectly at ease.
Now all I have to worry
about is stray cats.”
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group projects, he continually
seeks new avenues of expression for the music of his
culture and
explores the
possibilities of the flute. His
laying reflects the duality of

So Nakai ventured out of
the libraries and landed on
Indian reservations throughout the country “to a and get
the actual sounds and pitch
values.” He has found that all
traditional music, no matter
what the culture, is primarily
rsonal in expression.
“The thing that was stressed
when older native people
spoke with me was, “Feel it in
your heart and make it come

=

Marty Pinnecose, the Shaman, shares with the
audience the traditions of his ancestors.

Dance
© Continued from page 23
made. All dances are added to

the company’s repertoire only
after their approval.
“We then bring in members

of the tribe to advise us on regalia and music,” Geiogamah
said. “In some cases, a tribal
leader or elder will teach the
dance to our cast.”
Members of the dance com-

pany are chosen from prestigious Native American festivals and dance competitions
held throughout this country
and Canada. Present members
representComancheandCheyenne nations from Oklahoma;
Lakota Sioux from North and

822-6838
Custom Printed Garmets for CiubsWe will match any competitor’s price!

Programs

-DYt

Touch it softly...'73

nation of Arizona.
And who knows? Maybe
someday there will be dancers
the Yurok, Karuk,
representing
Hupa, Tolowa, Wiyot or other
Native American people of
Humboldt County.
Maybe someday the “Brush
Dance,” indigenous to this
area, will be performed by the
American Indian Dance The_atre.

Cultural
Education

Large selection of personalized gifts.

Valentine '"*™

New Mexico; and the Navajo

for

Sunny Brae Center
Arcata

elif

South Dakota; Cree from Montana; Chippewa from Minnesota; Cherokee from North
Carolina; Zuni Pueblo from

COMPETITION

Mon.-Sat. 10a.m.-5p.m.

eBUMPERSTICKER

Pa

Bite Cultural Education
Program Committee is
soliciting proposals for
events that foster

wide-spread participation in
and appreciation of the
cultural contributions,

activities and significance of
ethnic and cultural groups.

Proposals
should be for single events
Lu Grant guidelines and forms
are av
in the Associated
Students Business Office;

@
O

€ 1993 Birkenstock is a registered trademark.
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Custom Scented Massage Oil
Floating Candles
Bubble Bath 2

1031
H Street

Bath Oil

Arcata

822-3450

Center, South Lounge.

7

Application deadline ts
Friday.

February

12,

4:00 pm

SPORTS
ATTAC

Scoring
(ere

OF THE
LADY JACKS

HSU women’s basketball team is in first
place despite not leading in any statistical

om

i.

ee

ere

ee

ree league leaders in scoring

Foreward
Sue Grenfell

oe

‘

Men’s b-ball
disciplined
by coach

offense

Team

G

Points

Avg.

1 UC Davis

18

1321

73.4

2 CSU Chico

21

1533

73.0

3CSU Stanislaus
4 Humboldt State

21
21

1455
1435

5 SF State

20

1273

63.7

6 Sonoma State

20

1221

61.1

7CSUHayward

608
683

§ 9 22:«1130—ss«51.4

Rebounding and free throw percentage.

Conference
Team

standings
W

L_

Pet.
875
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FGA

FGM

Pct

1176
1359
1322
1342
1198
1291
1279

522
585
569
551
456
490
424

.444
.430
.430
.411
.361
.380
.332

By Peter Finegan
LUMBERJACK STAFF

fter narrowly losing a game
against Chico State Jan. 30,
Humboldt State’s basketball
coach Tom Wood said the team needed
an “attitude adjustment” and took an
“overly serious approach” to practice last
week.
Wood kicked the team out of its own
locker room and suspended its laundry
services but restored the privileges after
the game last Friday night.
“I’m not trying to be abusive or humiliating,” Wood said Friday morning. “To
me, not playing to your full potential ina
packed house is humiliating. This is not
about winning or
losing.”
Wood
also
“To me,
said the locker
room

is not

a

right but a privilege.
Team players
concurred, saying the coach
did
oe

take

action

becausetheteam

lost, but because

didn’t

“they.
bring

enough

heart and attitude”
to the

not playing
to your full
potential in
a

packed

HWOuSse iS
ae

Numiliating.
TOM

a

WOOD

Basketball coach

game.

“It wasn’t in
spite because we lost,” said one player
who wished to remain anonymous. “He
wants us to bring a winning attitude to
every practice. The locker room stood for
winning.”

The players conceded that the stripped
privileges produced a noticeable increase

in effort at last week’s practice.

Dawn Miner leads

HSU in scoring
with 18.8 ppg.
SOURCE: HSU Athletic Dept.

LUMBERJACK GRAPHIC / SCOTT FLODIN

New proposal may cut back money for
athletics next year; athletes oppose idea
By Jason Tennant
LUMBERJACK STAFF

With less money available due to fund-

ing cuts Instruction Related Activities
have started looking for its “fair share.”

The Fair Share Initiative, proposed by
Teresa Morales of Associated Students,
aims to find a way of dealing with the
projected loss of 1,000 students and their

a severe blow,” said Morales. “This initiative means athletics will take the big-

gest hit so the rest of I.R.A. programs can
survive...

letics get the big-

gest chunk of
money so they
should take the
biggest cut.”

“The quality of the
athletics has been...

improving and now

A.S. dues.

enue from biannual student fees of $11.

improving and
now they want
to takeaway that
uality,” said
nise Walker.
“Every year we have a clenching fear
that we may not have a sport because

been

don’t know how hard we have to*work

Ath-

“The quality
of athletics has

The proposal also aims to cut the I.R.A.
funding of intercollegiate sports.
Currently intercollegiate athletics receive 48 percent of total I.R.A. funds. The
Sepoasl aime to reduce that figure to 35
t. The cutback in students will cause
an estimated $22,000 loss in LR.A. rev-

“Athletes are seen as having a huge
chunk of money available to them. They

steadily

they want to take
away that quality.”

doing
our
own
fundraising, our own
part-time
jobs, practicing
and competing all to
proudly
wear
the
Humboldt
jersey,”
Walker said.
“The Fair Share Initiative insures nothing,”
said Emma Young, A.S.

According to players, Wood said the
team gave up in the last few minutes of
the game, and said they had let down the
school.

Wood said fear and the lackof confidence in the last few minutes of the game
obstructed the team from making “simple
plays, not even winning plays.”
“We need to replace that emotion with
some anger, zeal and fight,” Wood said.
“Our coaching tactic this week was not to
worry about losing.”
According to Wood, the locker-room
was recently renovated and turned over
for the exclusive use of the basketball
team in recognition of the program’s success. He said that though the basketball
locker room is no “Taj Mahal,” it’s a lot
cleaner than the “old, decrepit” facilities
used by the rest of the school.
“It stands for more than simply a place
to shower and dress,” Wood said. “It’s a
memorial thing; it stands for heart, courage, pride, determination.”

He said the team didn’t necessarily
have to win to get back in.
“What! want to doasa coach is to help
President, “it is an advi- them achievea feeling of victory and help
DENISE WALKER
sory to McCrone. In the , them conquer the emotions that may get
Captains’ Council member
in the way of that,” Wood said.
end it is his decision
Wood’s team currently shares a fourwhere cuts will be made.”

ing,”
tak
‘
sald,”
she ing
Every LR.A. program isgoing to take there is nofund
id.

The Fair Share Initiative will now be

voted on by the HSU student body on the
April ballot.

APS

way tie for third place in the NCAC with
aconference record of 4-5, and an overall
record of 11-10.
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Men’s basketball
Northern California Athletic Conference
Conference

L
1

Chico

Overall

84.5

78.9

31

HSU

71.5

61.2

02

Notre Dame

76.7

75.6

1-1

SF State
UC Davis
Sonoma

§5.3
68.2
67.2

71.2
62.3
74.6

02
2-4
2-3

Hayward

67.9

81.3

1-3

Stanislaus

;

W

Off. Det. Home
82.2 76.6 40

L

Off.
83.5
84.4
64.4
73.7
69.8
69.0
69.7
67.7

Def. Streak
80.4
73.4
64.5
73.9
75.4
66.5.
78.8
77.5

Won4
Lost 1
Wont
Won 2
Lost1
Won 1
Lost3
Lost6

Women’s basketball
Northern California Athletic Conference
Conference
Off.
70.0
74.1
75.3
67.1
§8.9
§2.1
§5.9

HSU
UC Davis
Chico
Stanislaus
Sonoma
Hayward
SF State

Det.
63.3
54.7
63.0
65.6
66.9
67.0
72.1

Overall
L
W
11 10
14 4
12 9
14 8
11
9
17
5
13
8

Home
2-1
41
30
2-2
2-2
2-2
03

Off.
68.3
73.4
73.0
69.8
61.1
51.4
63.7

Def.
65.0
54.6
66.8
66.1
63.8
65.0
63.1

Streak
Wont
Won5
Won2
Lost!
Won!
Lost3
Lost2

PHILIP PRIDMORE-BROWN/THE LUMBERJACK

offee Company ws
Espresso
Cappuccino
Organic Coffee
Lurch

A Christ- centered

community of

students promoting

Sports info director helps more than
just the coaches and the athletes
LUMBERJACK STAFF

for the Eureka Times-Staneditor
dard, knows how to pique the

lywho
don’t know
You probab
it’s alyet
is,
nco
Pambia
Dan
have
you
most a certainty that
of
t
seen or heard a produc
Pambianco’s work in the past
week.
;

cal media.
“My journalism
_background helps
because
I
know what

information director.

logking

By Ryan Jones

interest of lo-

College Fellowship
151 E. 16th Street in Arcata (822-5117)

“I've seen

other SIDs and
they don't
—
seem to put as
much work
into the job as

or

His

dedica-

tion

doesn’t

go unnoticed

because
that’s what |
used to look
for.”
“
With arDan.
ranging
RICH BICKEL
half
as good,”
press conferSID
Intern
said
women’s
ences and issoftball
coach
suing news
Frank Cheek.
releases,
"He saves us a lot of time and
Pambianco puts in long hours
energy that we could spend
on a Macintosh computer using

TCSP

for

by
HSU
coaches,
however.
“I could do
(a brochure),
but
it
wouldn't be

desktop publishing software to
compile statistics for recruiting

‘him if we had to pay him by the

brochures, media guides and
programs for upcoming events.

See Pambianco, page 31

coaching. (HSU) couldn't afford

k\

Machine.

Ride the bus or
drive your bike,
run, walk,
skateboard or
crawl in; we don’t

care, just don’t

- use a car to get
here and we'll

appreciate it
enough to
additional

Per

t

x

.

ddition to carrying parts for your Ford,

Use A Green

=

give an
5% off!

odge... we ave a full range of
~~ parts inventory for your

* MAZDA

* TOYOTA

* NISSAN.

¢ VOLKSWAGON .* DAIHATSU
e JAGUAR e And more!

2811 F Street ¢ Eureka ¢ 443-9861

* BMW

For the best selection of domestic and import parts, see us af...
oo

Arcata Auto

-Arcata822-2911
737 @G Street

Arcata Paint

-ArcataB22-1820
Sth & i Streets

Sequola Auto
“The Bicycle People"

seven

days a week.

|

On Puchases of Accessories or

10

hours a day,
six

10% Discount
Repairs, With Student I.D.

to

Although Pambianco’s job

try, Pambianco’s top priority is
promoting HSU athletic programs and the individual athletes in the local media and
throughout the community.
“I was real happy with our
last press conference. We had
three local TV stations and two
newspapers there,” Pambianco
said.
Pambianco, a former sports

Lutheran

nine

(the media)is

ball games on the radioand helping coach women’s cross coun-

Sunday Worshi - 10:45am
Bible Study- un., 7:30pm
Monday Dinners - 5:30pm

That type of time-consuming
work often has Pambianco on
campus for

Pambianco is HSU’s sports

description includes color commentary of conference basket-

active spiritual, social
and community lives.

_|

er Rob Britt at Tuesday’s press
Dan Pambianco takes time to speak to Arcata Union report
conference at the UnionTown Round Table Pizza.

-McKinieyvilie839-1574
2023 Central Ave

.

Men’s volleyball
to face Sac State

hour.”

Rich Bickel, an intern,

rienced middle blockers Tom
Ruesser and Greg White each
did a good job stepping in for

By Jen Kinavey
LUMBERJACK STAFF

The men’s volleyball team will

injured players Brendhan Quinn

this season after losing its first
two conference matches on the
road against UC Davis.
ane apeies
at
ast

and Tony Mertz.
This weekend’s games are
against Sacramento State, who
beat UC Davis in three games,
and UN Reno,
who took sec-

play at home for the first time

weekend 10-

etn

and

7-15,

b.

anid

This weekend

9-

ond

place in

the league last
ear.

15, 15-11, 13-

should be the

eeThe

wasabigsur.
ees rae

Humbolat

on

Szulczewski.

two

PEST Volleyball — ranked second

seen.

has

oe

eagueand

”

i

wi

be must-win

“It was the

SCOTT

worst 00 I

SZULCZEWSKI

situations for

us to keep our

confidence,
canremember
he said.
ever getting
“We're lookqu
beaten «= DY
ing good (staDavis,”
he
tistically) but we've got to
said. “We've been working on
get
people healthy and have
our passing, which we didn’t
more time in the gym to look OK
seem to dotoo much of last weekon the court,” Szulczewski said.
end. We just lost our compo“This weekend should be the
sure.”
best
volleyball Humboldt has
HSU had only two weeks of
seen.”
practice time in the gym comFriday’s game starts at 8 p.m.
pared to Davis’ four.
and Saturday’s match begins at
Setter Dennis Callahan said,
7:30 p.m. Both games will be
“We were really shaky and
played in the East Gym. Admisdidn’t quite get the kinks out.”
sion is $2.
Szulczewski said two unexpeVolleyball coach

Student Special

Pambianco
¢ Continued from page 30

says Pambianco

is dedi-

cated to doing his job well

and making himself avail-

able to people on.and off
campus.
"He really caresabout his

work. I’ve seen other SIDs
and they don’t seem to put

as much work in to the job
as Dan,” Bickel said. .
Going out of his way to
help athletes take their talent to the next level is something that Pambianco does
often. By utilizing his publishing skills he can put together a slick information
package that might give
athletes like footballstandout
Rodney
Dickerson an extra edge.
It’s that kind of personal
attention and closeness
with the athletes that
Pambianco likes most
about his job. Although he
entertains the thought of
working ata Division I university, Pambianco isn’t
sure he would leave the
tight-knit atmosphere. of
HSU if he got the offer.
“I like talking to all the
athletes. They will come in
sometimes to check their
statisticsor thingslike that.”
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ssion °¢
Free ysAdwithmistude
nt |.D.
on Frida

50% off every day with student I.D.

Live Horse

Racing
via satellite

Redwood Acres Fairgrounds
¢ Large multi-screen coverage
e Wagering and payouts just
like at the track.
° Daily food service; beer and wine
e Large no-smoking room

Doors open at 11 a.m. Wed.-Sun.
First post at 12:15 p.m.
Free handicapping classes
For more info call 445-3037 or 445-1756
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music

;
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To hear more about it, call your.
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cable company.
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DIGITAL CABLE RADIO, It's Cable For Your Stereo.

Free Digital
Cable Radio
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443-3127
OX.
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Athlete of the Week

2

Name: Brock Chase
Major: Undeclared
Year: Sophomore
Sport: Basketball

BAN elk

Hometown: Lancaster

Age: 20
w What he did: Came off the bench Friday to score
RICH BICKEL/THE LUMBERJACK

Humboldt’s leftfielder, Anetra Torres, slides safely
into third base against Shasta College’s Sarah Garrett.
HSU won both games handily, 11-0 and 3-0. Kelly Wolfe
pitched five hitless innings and Terra Anderson closed
the game to capture HSU’s first no-hitter of the season.
Wolfe, Anderson and freshman Crissy Murray allowed
only two hits in 14 innings of the double header.

18 points and grab five rebounds in 24 minutes.

Saturday he started, scored nine points, had four
assists and one steal.

w How he did it: “One of the things that | did was

. take it to the hole more. | depended less on my
three-point shot, too.”
@ Locker room lock-out: “It was kind of different,
actually. We came back and it was kind of funny,
we didn‘t have a locker room. | don’t know if it had
an effect on how we played though. *

® What his game is lacking: “Right now | need to

work on my shooting, but | guess | could sharpen up
on my defense. | played good on-the-ball defense,
but | still need to work on my off-the-ball defense.”
@ Favorite athlete: Michael Jordan “He’s the best
basketball player in the world right now. I've been

following him since high school. He does so many

things that | want to do. | guess | look up to him.”

@ Coach Wood comments: “if you‘re looking for a
bright spot to the Stanislaus game, he was it. As

long as he’s playing like he is, he’ll get playing time.

He’s shooting well and he’s playing good defense
out there.”

si Reported by Greg Magnus

Sidelines Sports Bar
a

hems
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SPECIALIZED.
New

For

‘93!...

¢ Shimano 21 Speed
with Rapid Fire
Plus shifters &
Dual S-I-S

HOUR

[its

FRIDAY 4-8P.M.

=—

glass
75¢

pint
$1.50

1.25
”

2.25

Anchor Steam
Steelhead Ale
Kamakazi

Peppermint Schnapps

$459.”

jes.

M-TH 5-8P.M.

Bud & Henry's

Only...

on the plaza,
Arcata

_ pitcher
$3.25

$1.25 a Shot!

Thursday Meght Specials
iS

5.25
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Equipment manager
keeps busy all season long
By -

Kinavey

The job title of “equipment
manager”

may

seem

self-ex-

planatory to most, but the title
and the man behind it mean
much more to the HSU Athletic
Departmentand students thana
sim a definition.
onte Cook, a 14-year Arcata

resident and ex-HSU sociology
student, has worked in Forbes
Complexas the equipment
manager for the past four years.
He
cific

previously worked at PaUriion School in Arcata as

the maintenance supervisor.

“Tt was a very difficult deci-

sion to leave Pacific Union because I liked the job I had,” Cook

said. “But ultimately I know I
made the right decision and feel
very fortunate to have this job.
It’sideal for me. My favorite part

Intramural Sign-ups
start February 15,
Good Luck To All

of the job is getting to know the

likes and dislikes of the players

and coaches and learning what

they need from me.’

is

The concession stand and
check-out windows when you
enter the complex are just preludes to everything else Cook
manages behind them.
Hisdutiesinclude washing the
400 uniforms for the athletes of

Drop-In Recreation Hours:

the eight intercollegiate athletic
their indi-

preparing

vidual travel bags for away
games, and making sure equipment is in good shape for both
athletes and the physical educa-

tion classes.
He also orders team uniforms
and equipment, prepares the
football field for home games

and sets up the concession

the athletic club

teamsaren’t funded,” Cook said,
“I try to help them out as much
as I can by purchasing baseballs

and uniforms for the baseball
through

teams

sports equipment magazines.’
Cook said his least favorite

part of the job is when there’s so

but the responsibility to have
everything doneon time, according to Cook, is ultimately his.

much to do he doesn’t feel he

can give 100 percent attention.
When asked what she as a
coach would do without Cook,
coach Carol Harrison replied,

“I'd go find anew career. People

Drop-in Volleyball 7-9p.m.

player who needs his bent (face)

FRIDAY

on the front lines (coaches) get
recognition, but we realize that
thesuppliesare the mostimportant part of the war!”
Assistant Kathy Trepiak and

middle of a game or a football

help him with these many tasks,

See Manager, page 34

mask fixed ina middleofa game,
he’s always calm and cool and
right on top of it,” Trepiak said.

part-time student employees

856
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Mass §:30 p.m.
Sunday at Lutheran Church
Chapiain: Father John Rogers

GS

COMMUNITY

A Catholic Student Organization

THURSDAY
Drop-in Soccer 7-9p.m.

SUNDAY
Drop-in Basketball 11-1:45p.m.
Drop-in Volleyball 2-5p.m.

Upcoming Tournaments:

CRAZY COUPONS

HSU NEWMAN

Drop-in Volleyball 7-9p.m

ressured situations like a basketball clock going out in the

HUMBOLDT BREWERY

é>

TUESDAY

“He's such an even-tempered

person that even in the most

assistant women’s basketball

Drop-in Basketball 7-9p.m.

WEDNESDAY
Drop-in Basketball 7-9p.m.

GS

and

lacrosse

Monte Cook handles the equipment logistics for all the
intercollegiate teams on campus, plus some of the clubs.

zoenny

stands.
“Because

MONDAY
RICH BICKEL/THE LUMBERJACK

pa) ez

teams,

Wrestling Tournament
February 27-28
Sign-up deadline Feb. 24, 5:00p.m.

(5 on 5) Basketball
Tournament

has been changed to
March 19& 20

34
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HSU track coach

named to chair
West Region squad
Humboldt State head track and field
coach James Williams hasbeen appointed
chair of the USA Track & Field’s West

° Continued from page 33
Cook completes a 40-hour work

week in the athletic department, but
that doesn’t include the time he and
his colleagues take to prepare for
home sports events by setting up
scoreboards, concessions and chairs.
“The department can’t show him

,

Region Men’s Development Committee,
replacing Bob Covey, who has assumed
duties on the USA Track & Field execu-

enough appreciation for everything

he does,” Associate Athletic Director
Tom Trepiak said.

tive committee.
As West Region chairman, Williams

Despite
manages
“It may
really do

will oversee promotion of track and field
throughout the region by directing and
implementing coaching clinics at the high
school and college levels. The West Re-

with my family,” Cook said.
Julie Murphy, a physical educa-

gion includes California, Nevada, New

Mexico, Arizona, Utah, Wyoming, Idaho,
Washington, Oregon and Montana.

Williams previously served as West

Field, the national governing body of track
known as The Athletics Conny

HSU graduate student and College of the Redwoods

work for because he’s understanding of other responsibilities in your
life, such as school and athletics. He’s
a valuable asset to the athletic de-

English teacher

Randy Accetta repeated last year’s win Saturday in the 28th annual Clam
Beach Run. Accetta finished the eight and three-quarter mile race in 43

His new appointment will last four

rs

partment who’salways there togreet
you with a smile.”

minutes and 59 seconds. Redding resident Luanne Park finished first for

“We've found James to be a very successful worker,” Covey said. “There’s a

lot of work involved with this

tion senior and part-time employee
for Cook said, “He’s a great guy to

Clam Beach Run

ion sprints coach for USA Track &

gress.

his busy schedule, he still
to enjoy his hobbies.
sound like a cliché, but I
enjoy hiking and camping

Cook believes that with the suprt of the community, the university and theathletic department, HSU
Athletics will continue to have a
strong sports tradition in Humboldt
County.
“It will take the involvement of all
three groups to keep it strong. If they
all went separate ways HSU Athletics would deteriorate,” Cook said.
“It’s a group thing.”

who
the women in 52 minutes and 59 seconds. Of the 870 people
for the race, 276 walkers and 499 runners finished.
registered

position

and we feel James Williams is the right

person to handle the task.”

SUPER SALE -

BIKE
PREVIEW

we
Each year our SUPER SALE has gotten busier & busier - To provide better service to our customers,
are starting the bike part of the SUPER SALE early - accessory sale dates are March 5, 6, &7.

ALL BIKES

TREK,

1992

ON

UNIVEGA

_ $40 - 200 OFF!

ALL

1993

30

MTN.

- °200

STARTING

SALE

& GT

FEB.

7

12-MAR.

BIKES :.

MOUNTAIN

.

v

*

ft
%
.

FOR EXAMPLE

BIKES

— =

OFF!

-

Due to our buying power we are
offering incredibly low prices on all
bikes in the store. Shop early —

limited to stock on hand.

[iece Jazzmte

|

REG.

TREK 800
TREK 7000

*279°
*3390°
*750°

*2390°°
*279%
*550°

1993
GT OUTPOST
TREK 820
TREK 850/SHOCK
830

*339°
$379"
*579°
$439°°

*290%
*349%
tago%
*390%

BIKE SALE
FEB.

12 -MAR.
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Court ruling will hinder freedom of expression
na decision which could have
far-reaching implications, the
eer
ee
Wednesday that UCBerkeley could
not force students to pay “student
association” fees that support “political and ideological” student
groups.
Fees can only be used for “educational” purposes, the court said.
The
is in
response to a 14ld lawsuit filed
t the
university by a group of students

objecting
to the use of fees
for ideocauses.
t is e
the decision will
eventually a. all colleges and
universities in the state.
The court also said students are
entitled to a refund if the university
chooses touse fees to finance groups
whose politics or ideals some students dislike.
Since the court did not clearly
identify the difference between
ideological and educational activities, the ruling opens the door for
an absurdly complex and arbitrary
funding process for student groups.
With
this ruling, the court has
effectively said there is no reason
for the fees or the student governments that oversee their distribution.
When it comes time to pay stu-

dent activities fees, a rational student presented with a list of groups
will express opposition to all of
them, avoiding the fees altogether.
Student governments
are
sible for the fair distributionof

HERE 's MY

ur IZ

WECK.

MY ALS. FEES
drwanT ChM
ALS
10DOEIND THE
*

ERIM

fund, and the court has severely

limited the Students’ ability to encourage expression on campuses.

PLICATE,

Universities are often sources of
social and political activism, and
the student association fees ensure
that diverse groups have a chance
to be heard.
The alternative, where groups on
the social or financial margins go
unheard, is antithetical to a “marketplace of ideas.”
present method in which student governments distribute funds
is a perfect compromise for all in-

IN TURNTHEM

ADMISSIONS
f, N TO RECORDS,

AND EAS. OFFICE

Tie Peror

volved.

Students who disapprove of a
group can surely find elsewhere on
campus a group whose political
viewpoints are agreeable.

If someone dislikes
the Young Republicans, for instance, there is also
the Young Democrats, who are
funded by the same fees.
Justice

Armand

Arabian,

a

staunch conservative, wrote in his

dissenting opinion, “Without such

funding...I have no doubt that the
campus would lose much of the

diversity which is its lifeblood.”
The Lumberjack dissents along

with Justices Arabian and Mosk and

overturn this absurd and dangerous ruling that will ultimately
damage the diversity of ideas.

urges the U.S. Supreme Court to

Letters to the editor
Editor's note: Because of past policy exceptions, students and community residents have
accustomed to demanding submissions be printed, even those which disregard

k policyk is under
Lumberpac
The

vee

no obligation to
the specinot
does
that
print material
policy box on this
fications printed in the
page.

Copycat
Score one for the Gipper!
So President Reagan was evil and all
the policies he proposed were designed
Presito enslave the downtrodden? And
wrongs
the
right
to
dent Clinton is going
of the Reagan/Bush era?
a proThen why is Clinton pro
:
Reagan
|
ty
Seed
gram ey
workfare
In the recent governors’ convention
content of The
editorial ing
regtheard

should be directed to the editor.

based on the
written ial
ediistor
The
majosity opinion of the newspaper's editorial board.
Guest columns and opinion articles reflect the opinions
of the writers, not necessarily those of The Lumberjack or
ite staff members. The Lumberjack welcomes submissions
for guest columns. Submissions must be typed and less
n
600 words.
tha
Letters to the Bditor can be mailed or delivered to The
Lumberjack, Nelson Hall East 6, HSU, Arcata, Calif. $5521.
Letters mast be received by 5 p.m. Priday, and must be 200

words or lees, Letters and guest cohamns must inchade the

writer's name, city, phone mam ber, ond major and year kn
ocheo! if frem e student. They are oubject to editing for
grumerar, style, content and bangih.

Clinton proposed reforms in the welfare
state to get people off the public dole.
Guess what? He received overwhelming
bipartisan support from the governors in
this initiative.
Here is more proof that conservatism
is based upon common sense.
Good luck, Mr. Clinton, in removing
shackles which prevent people from
learning to swim.

We feel HSU needs to take the responsibility for providing students with an
atmosphere conducive to learning. Information dissemination following reported rapes and other crimes should be
thorough and immediate.
We will continue doing what we can
but look forward to more initiative being
taken by the administration to resolve
HSU’s rape problem.
Jason Kirkpatrick

Eric Buehler

CSS1A representative
Emma Young
AS president
supported by the women’s center

senior, environmental resources
engineer

Who's responsible?

In the article “Woman assaulted by
four males,” in last semester’s issue of the
Lumberjack, dated Dec. 9, the HSU administration made their policy on disseminating information regarding reclear.
ported rapes very
University Relations
Director of
Michael Slinker stated that “Our
Women’s Center is alerted so it can alert
its members and get the world out on
campus.”
The women’s Center and Associated
Students feel that it is HSU and UPD’s
responsibility to ensure not only infordea
mation dissemination but to

safe campus atmosphere for all students

of HSU.
AssoCenter nor s
Neither the Women’
funds
ciated Students receive sufficient
to enable us to address these issues to the
extent they should be.

Join the Pledge

Back in one November, the Graduat
a full
tion Pledge Alliance (GPA) bough
could
we
ck
so that
pageof The Lumberja
you detailed information about
tont
prese
of social and envithe Graduation
in job deciilities
ronmental responsib
sions.

We hope our ad was interesting and
inspired you to think further about how
youremployment choices do and/or will
reflect m3 deeper values.
We eo moved you to consider
getting involved with GPA’s ongoing
efforts to ——— pledge awareness
spread the pledge worldwide.
andlly
loca
cs an
eee
we eagerly invite

ctas
to contaus

you can
soon as possible at 826-7033, so
and
GPA,
of
ts
and projec
meet the people

help chart the group’s future course.
With our most active members leaving
the area this summer, the coming months

will be a critical time in the process of
ssing the torch to a new generation of
pledge promoters.
Years of work have shown us that many

of you—students, faculty, staff and community members are very glad to have
the Graduation Pledge and GPA alliance
around. Remember, they are around only
because people have put timeand energy
into them, and have had lots of fun and
learning doing so.
We look forward to hearing from some
of you soon.

Matt Nicodemus
Lindamarie King
Dan Close
Jason Kirkpatrick
GPA members

Incorrect reporting

The page 8 article titled “Dispute

on Jan. 27, is in needof
that ran d”
Settle

some correction. The corrections may
seem minor in nature but have significance to those involved.
The grievance that was filed has not
not
was e
and the grievanc
been settled
Instiogy
against the Industrial Technol
tute but was against the CSU.
As the Director of Plant Operations I
received the grievance as the “level 2

See Letters, page36
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Letters:
¢Continued from page 35
administrator” in the grievance
process. I denied the grievance
was filed as not in violation of
the sections of the contract that
were
grieved. Pee
ee
modified and
refiled at level
three which is with the president or his designee. In this case
Dr. Michael Slinker, director of
university relations, reviewed

the grievance and decided the
contract was not violated.

The grievance has been a
pealed to level four, which is the
Chancellor’s Office. At this level
an arbitrator will be appointed
and a final ruling will be made
as to whether the contract has
been violated. In this incident
the work that was done by the
institute
was in fact maintenance
work and was done by honest
mistake. It is not the policy or
intention of the institute to do

maintenance work and to my

_knowledge they have not done
any maintenance work since.

Tim Moxon
interim director, plant
rations

Editor's note: The Lumberjackregrets the errors and any inconveniences they may have caused.

Hurray for Jason
Inthe last Lumberjack, the A.S.

vice president
from Cal State L.A.
made an important point, that
more than a few of the students
on the Cal State Student Association board are doing a lousy
job.

But in making this point, she
implied that all CSSA represen-

tatives have let us down. Well,
that’s just not true. And it’s defi-

nitely not true of our campus

ee

ner

Kirkpatrick.
In the five years I’ve attended

HSU we've

had several

repre-

sentatives to CSSA who volun-

teered more hours fighting for
our rights than they spent on
their schoolwork, and
they had
to extend their time in school as
aconsequence. But none were as

visible on campus as Jason has
been this year.
Hardly a week goes by when
he’s not visible on campus, offering us ways to influence government.
In fact, if you see more than
two tables on the main quad,
chances are one will be staffed
by Jason Kirkpatrick. If you see a
student in front of your classabout fee inroom speaking
creases
and budget cuts, chances

Why ishe turning hisbackon mi

that |
tismy understanding

[= yMike Thompson
livng out of
claimed to be

a room in Vallejo so that

he

could run for 2nd State Senate
District.

Why is he running now instead of waiting two years

when his St. Helena home be-

comes part of the redistricted

2nd Senatorial? Why doesn’t
he honor his present commit-

have been horribly negligent in

two yearshe could run with a

She has worked in the pri-

i

plished and

this speciz
in g
He is runnin

oo
gnmo

Asa

from

sed

ers and

of a professional en

whose career is more

informing students about the

oe
creases.

outrageous fee inThere are a few excep-

tions.

Consider yourself lucky,
Humboldt State, that you have a
rep like Jason Kirkpatrick. This
guy is one of the few reps who
been doing anything at all.
Us at Cal State Los Angeles
haven’t been as fortunate.
I cannot say this more emhatically: Listen to this guy.
ese fee increases will take
place if we don’t do seers
about this. Get behind Jason an

see what you can do to help with
the lobbying process. Activists
like Mr. Kirkpatrick come few

and far between. Be lucky that
you have him and show him

your support.
Lisa Maria Henscel
Vice-president for Administration, AS Cal State LA

Let’s have a run-off
ding the possible mascot change, I have given the
matter some thought and have
concluded that the best team
name for the university would
be the Thunderbolts.
This has a fine active ring, is
not subject to any niggling ‘ism
or ‘ist, and enlists the mighty
powers of nature in our cause.
As to a possible election, an
alternative name should be selected from a list, by election,
and then a run-off or head-tohead with “Lumberjacks” could
be held.
Bruce W. Toms
senior,

business administration

True safety

last semester, any
gang-rape
of women have been
number

important

intelligent busi-

leader.

is a wife,

She

mother and grandmother. A

win for her on March 2 mea

than the people he is

i

has the ability to slam his opponents

ness

ve mail-

advertisements.

He gives good lip service re- —

to represent. This is the kind of
individual we need to be ridof

in the state ca:

” Awin for Margie Handley is_

, yet runniforngthe
state
2nd Senate
District could cost

onal
‘is nota professi
repmenttotheconstituentshe
es
m
ev
ter
in
li
be
_ the state and counties over $1 She
resents?

While HSU’s efforts to make
the campus safe for women (inare it’s Jason Kirkpatrick.
etc.) is comIf anyone is fighting for us, it’s creased lighting, long
overdue,
iflong,
mendable,
Jason Kirkpatrick.
it
is
extremely
important
to note
_
* Dan Gjerde
that most rapes are not strangersenior, political science
rape situations that can be decreased with more lightsand less
shrubbery.
Listen to your rep
Most rapes occur in situation
where
the rapist is a friend or
Just recently
I sent a letter out
acquaintance of the survivor,
to all the campuses warni
CSS
such as a dating situation. We
their
sellouts
what
them of
remember that during
should
resentatives were.
sparked by the tragic
the outcry
have to make a few correc-

tions. Most of the CSSA board

when in

those constituents now,

parties, in dorm rooms,
at
raped
aby oon they trusted, with
noone, often not even the police,
the wiser. Escort services, better
lighting,
and more
police are just
Band-Aids that will solve nothing. The only way rape will stop
is if men stop raping.
elisea Kirk

senior, English

Join reality, Burin
Sometimes I can’t believe students at this school are actually
real students.
Michael Burin’s “Where did
AIDS really come from?” should
get out of the Bible and into reality. But, because he raised some
questionable, if not outright ignorant questions about AIDS, I
will raise some > nr about
is thought to
AIDS myself.

have started in Africa, where a
large group of Africans were inoculated for some sickness by an

international health care group.
Allof these people later tested
positive for AIDS. Could it be
that these people were actually
inoculated with AIDS? Here in
theU.S., AIDShaseffected a large
number of homosexuals and
intraveneous drug users.

Some U.S. studies of AIDS
have led areas of science to believe that the only way a virus of
this sort could have come about
is by human creation, in a lab.
So what do we make of all
this? AIDS effects Africans, homosexuals, and drug users, thus
would it be possible thata group
of people made AIDS to “take
care” of these “sinners” and “savages”? Sometimes fear of others
makes people say and do evil
things. Of course, our government and Mr. Burin don’t know
anything about that, right?
Jesse
Poppick
senior, natural resources

The real rape story
Thank you to Audrey
Matrison
for the real story of the
gang rape that occurred on Dec.
1 at the foot of the Gist Hall
staircase. It’s about time the true
version was publicized.
The media has only added fuel to the
claim that women “cry wolf” for
no
legitimate reason.
iveand insensitivecom-

ments by UPD, telling
the survi- |

polit

limitations

vor that “the crime, in fact, a
peared to have not cine”
and Affirmative Action saying
the investigation “yielded only
disturbing inconsistencies and
discrepancies,” contribute toour
sick system that doesn’t encourage women to report, such hate

so vulnerable. Life is fragile
and slips through our fingers;
there is no time for bigotry or
judgment. Thank you again,
Mr. Sanborn, for your gentle
and determined spirit — may
we each gain strength from
your example.
Mary Jo Bates

crimes.

Now that the truth has been
told, all of the “inconsistencies”
sense.
make es”
and “discrepanci
that
stating
in
ct
iscorre
on
Matris
conmain
safety is a survivor’s
cern. The rapists threatened the
survivor’s and her children’s
lives. What options did thatleave
her? Deciding not to tell UPD

the whole story was an act of

survival, of courage. It’s up to

the rest of us to continue to fight
this battle out for her.

I know UPD and Affirmative

Action feel they are doing their
job, but I'll tell you in all hon-

esty, [donot feel supported, Ido
not feel advocated for, and I do
not feel protected.
Dora Grossman
senior, social work
's isapseudnote: Matrison
Editor
onym for a student columnist who
The Lumberjack did not identify for
safety reasons.

The voice of reason
Thank you to Alan Sanborn
for his voice of reason in the Jan.

27 Lumberjack.
How fortuitous it ran alongside the articleby Mr. Burin, who
stated that one of the reasons
AIDS has spread is due to “sex
out of wedlock,” but was unable
touse
the words “gay ‘sex’” without applying quotes around the
word sex, as if sex isn’t really sex
if it occurs within a gay context.
-term mon
ous relationships with people we
deeply care for are preferable to
casual
encounters not only in
terms of lessening the risk of
AIDS but also in celebrating the
richness of life.
Gender is secondary totheem-

pathy, commitment, and open-

ness of an individual. I Hada
not to revert toa paranoid fear of
being struck down bya God bent
on retribution,
but rather tocherish the spirit, dignity

and worth

of each
for the contribution s/he
to this world.
Each of us is so valuable
and

Eureka

McCrone gives in
We’re all safe at last.
McCrone stuck to his principles, defended the rights of
the automotively 4 oe
and declared free parking after 6 p.m.

We no longer need to worry
about exigent rapes (alleged)
impending
and

assaults(unsubstantiated) on

campus
perilous
these
grounds. Really? Look at the
syllogism proposed by those
who lobbied for free parking
“Free
dark:
after
parking=safety for those who
can’t afford to pay. We now
have free parking. Therefore
we are now safe.”
The problem exists in the
first premise. By 6 or 7 p.m. the
“safe” lots, such

as the library

lot, are now filled to capacity.
Anyone arriving later is relegated to the “unsafe” lower
lots, such as the lot at the base

of the notorious wooden stairs
where that recent heinous rape
did/did not occur.
The first premise of the syllogism is false, making the syllogism asa whole false. Worse,
there are those who will now

be lulled into a false sense of

complacency about their
safety.
Our society being what itis,
each individual must take responsibility for his/her own
precautions.

But personal responsibility
nowaisnota popular doctrine
—
seasier and infinitely more
souety
to bully a weakwilled
administrator into rescinding an unpopular campolicy which has no bearon the central issue
of campus safety.
Sue Smith
graduate, biology
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That’s not how Clinton said it would be
lowest for any president this
early in his term as a CNN poll
revealed
last week.

———

a ont esected populi: st
ili Clinton on what
mainstream media called a

“mandate for change.”

What exactly would change

never
was
clear.
But it didn’t

need tobe pre-

|
ANT

as

GIVI
cise. For the
sole fact that
Clinton ate his
at
lunch
d
hissaxoplayed
’san
nald
McDo
Show
Hall
phone on the Arsenio
evidence for many
was
he was one of them
— a warrior for the poor
and
middle class.
Now, after a couple of weeks
on the job and a look at America
from the inside of the White
House, some things have surely
—
— mainly Clinton’s
mind

on key issues like the

economy, and for that he has
paid dearly through heavy media criticism.
Criticism
has consequently re-

sulted in a 30 percent unpopu-

larity margin for Clinton, the

e The —s
for change
began with
Clinton’s
to
select a cabinet that “looks like
America,” or at least like those

who offered the most

groups

political pressure — women,

African-Americans, Hispanics
and homosexu-

als.

,

It didn’t mean
the cabinet members would act
like ordinary
y
symbolisimpl
Americans,that
cally they would represent ordicee
for
ton’s recommendation
attorney general, Zoe Baird,
eventually was withdrawn by
Clinton himself, but not before a
persistent battle to ensure her
confirmation.
Despite her criminal conduct
in hiring illegal aliens for
childcare, Clinton argued other
attributes and her recognition of
the “big mistake” still made her
a candidate worthy of Americans’ trust.
Upon women’s groups’ demand that another woman be
Mac dah

found, Clinton recommended
Judge Kimba Wood. But she

quickly withdrew voluntarily,
confessing,

like Baird, she also

had failed to pay proper social
security

ty

taxes.

Because of his lobbying efforts
for several foreign governments
during the’80s, secretary
of commerce nominee, millionaire
Ron
Brown, now confirmed, was
equally criticized by the media.
It was insinuated he could not
do his job honestly and beneficially for Americans, considering his relationships with foreign

interests.

of Treasury, Lloyd
Bentsen, with his
d
in big business; his knowledge
and
of economic activity
in
Washington during the
Reagan/
administrations,
was mistaken for a Republican
and said tobe as big a “Washington insider” as there could be.
His confirmation carried despite Clinton’s campaign insistence he would not nominate a
bunch of white guys
who in
other terms
he called “Washington insiders.”
All said and done, his cabinet
turned out to be a mere change
from Republican, economic-elite

business men and women to
Democratic, economic-elite business men and women.
His confirmations have inevitably created skepticism that
le at that level of society,
epublican or Democrat —
women, men, black, Hispanic or
homosexuals, can possibly be
ordinary Americans.

e The campai
mise of a
wtddledunalentetbecminetax
raise on gasoline, beer and tobacco some two weeks before
his inauguration.
In his recent radio address,
using theeuphemism “sacrifice,”
Clinton threatened to tighten up
yet another notch in his effort to
control the deficit.
Confronted by media about
his backpedal on campaign economic promises, Clinton said he

was elected on main issues and
Americans do not mind taxation
for the general benefit of the

country.

He was unable to say what
issue was of more importance to
middle class Americans during
the campaign.
And regarding Americans’
willingness to be taxed: of 12

major state tax increase and bond

initiatives, 11 were defeated.

Only a 25-cent tax hike on cigarettes succeeded in Massachusetts.

California rolled back part of
Gov. Wilson’s 1991 tax increase,
partially repealing sales taxes
on snack foods.
In fear of uncontrollable govpreps
yg
Florida =
ad

a “taxpayers’

Pane whileColorado voted
against “taxation without direct
voter approval.”
As explanation regarding
policy changes
which will be
costly to the middle class,
Clinton offered he did not know
during the campaign “how bad
the economy really was,” disregarding recent booming in all
economic indicators, except
unemployment, which is dropping at a slower pace.
ew construction, for instance, grew 18.7 percent in
1992. By comparison, Canada
showed only a 7.7 percent improvement, while Japan a sluggish 2.9 percent for the year.
Mike

Kinsley,

CNN’s

Crossfire co-host and strong
Clinton supporter responded in
a New York Times column
— if
you're going tolie, lie,“butdon’t

insult our intelligence.”

Let’s hear it for the zygote: a
politically correct mascot
emanating from our favorite band, The

By Jeff Christensen

Marching Zygotes.
One final plus to consider in these budconscious times: being microscopic,
zygote will save on printing costs.

GUEST COLUMNIST —

would like to help put the HSU mas
cot debate to rest once and for all by

This! humbly submit.

proposing the partecs replacement,

Every
mascot has
its faults

If itis human, it excludes other s

emis
You may well say, “Jeff, the
oomed
to
are
We
ble!
unsolva
clearly
or
incorrect
politically
remain either
mascotless for eternity.”
Not so. With grace and elegance, my
these eens
mascot ae

above

William

y

ee

as other lese-enlightened institutions attempt and fail to solve this knotty prob* tee tty
ia
—
»
most perfect of mascots
reped
egg.
GOTE! The zygote, or fertiliz
resents the tremendous poten

®

re-

produce asexually), a Nobel Prize-win-

ning scientist or a giant squid.
student paper will natuOur illustrious
© re
ero
rsh

Times or

Weekly

Say it oe tol and feel it roll Of the
And ‘imagine the mellifluous strains

eS

anner

decides to sg
f the
the lumberjack as a mascot, ma
can
=

;

for a

single cell to grow into anyone or anythi ng:
itsDNA
By deliberately not speci
ee
he
cuales the HSU
politician
tial to grow into a doctor, a
(Democrat, of course,

,

Christensen is an HSU biology graduate.

y
tues and asta.
First, the problem with the lumberjack
as a mascot is the same problem inherent
organism, which
in any fully devel
tion exclude other
is that it will by d
it excludes other
white,
is
it
If
groups.
females.
excludes
it
races. If it is male,

obstacles, remaining

;

:

many viree
which everyone will agrhas

ltopper

—

call

sports

teams

Hilltoppers, the newspaper The
Hilltopper, and Hilltopper Enterprises,
Inc.
This term was often used historicall

le in reference
to Humboldt
das ctw. It has the virtue of being
non-sexist, environmentally acceptable

and politically correct. The one possible
might infer a
is that hill

,

top that has been clear-cut, which
would, of course, be environmentally
unsound.
e Thunderbolt — call sports teams
Thunderbolts, the newspaper The Thun-

derbolt and Thunderbolt Enterprises, Inc.
This term was used in the ‘30s, referring to the successful football teams of
Charles Erb until lumberjacks replaced

on to this

ble

it. The only

association
term is that it might
god Zeus.
,
Greek
male
ical
myth
the
with
blah

cll pet

newspaper The

ars

Blah, the

Blah and Blah En-

Inc. This is a bland, nondees
, vague term which should offend

no one.

Go Toppers? Go Bolts? Go Blahs?

Beeeaat Davis! But no, the Aggies have
left the NCAC. Incidently, Aggies is an
undesirable term. It implies the raping
and plundering of the earth and it isa slur
of Americans who
against a minority
make their livi
ng.
Someone should
look into that.

r
of history.
isran HSU professo
Tanne
Editor's note: The student body will vote on
the mascot name-change issue on the April

OPPORTUNITIES

FOR RENT

SERVICES

FOR SALE

WHY RENT when you might be
able to own a 3 bdrm, 2.5 bath

PRIVATE GUITAR LESSONS!
Learn the basics, or add to your
bag of tricks... $10/lesson... up to

MAC SE/30 FOR SALE.
5MB
RAM, 40MB HD. Software available, $1200 OBO. Call Buck, 822-

townhouse in Arcata. This is a
great opportunity to have your living expenses covered by room-

mates.

two

ments are less than prevailing
rents. Worth exploring the possi-

bilities!

826-7103.

ROOM FOR RENT in artistic fam-

FOR ALL YOUR TYPING
TRANSCRIBING NEEDS call
443-6128 and ask for Mearl.

ily household with female teacher,

2 intelligent kids, bus stop at door/
bath; laundry.

flexible

LIGHT HAULING (no toxics or
food garbage). Reasonable rates.
leave amessage. Chris 826-0259.

PRO-PACIFIC REALTY

walk to campus,

hours/lesson...

schedulings... call 826-7407 for
appointment with Deron Gant.

With normal down, pay-

share kitchen,

$250/mo includes

&

ATTENTION STUDENTS! I WILL

utilities & help with your homework. No pets, smokers; women
only. 826-0287.

type

your

term

papers,

reports,

notes, résumés, applications, etc.
| type quickly and accurately!

$7.50/page, plus $2.50 for pick-up

and delivery).

AUTOMOTIVES
1988

HYUNDAI

EXCEL

GLS,

NEED

Call Dirk at 822-3284.

1985 CHEVY S-10 BLAZER.
Runs good, 115,000 miles, power

155, Cutten, CA.

steering, power brakes, air conditioning, stereo cassette $4,200

OBO.
1983

VW

RABBIT,

2-DOOR

4-speed,

stereo,

Very well maintained, reli-

able.

$1600.

THRILLS

PERSONALS

SEAHORSES!

B.0.B.

tures—groups or individual—excellent rates—great horses-gift certificates—any riding ability OK-444-

WHOMEVER THREW UP in my
bathroom Saturday night: you are
welcome. You left your Mickey

2894.

Mouse bottle half filled with booze.

UNIQUE VALENTINE PRESENT.

thanks for leaving the

2114,

35MM PENTAX HANDHELD
CAMERA w/pop-up flash, $45.
Sony Walkman radio/cassette
player w/earphones,

$40.

Call

Dan, 822-3048.

ELECTRIC GUITAR, Yamaha
SE700he, Electric Bass Aria Pro
ll; Mt. bike, Trek 820; Casio CD/
Cassette stereo; Sigma acoustic
guitar. Must sell! Call Kain at 8261084. .

men.

NOTICES

Manicures

$10, fills, $15.

Sets: Sculptured or Tips and Over-

want them to

lays $25.

656 H.

walk-ins.

Cherese 822-3581.

Appointments,

4965 for more info about the director position.
CRUISESHIP/RESORTS/
ALASKAjobs! $1200-$5000 MO!
Guide, CasSummer! Career!
sette, Newsservice! 916-922-2221

Call 822-3149.

val. exp. managing 6-8 employees, customers and suppliers. Avg.

STUMPED?

Let me name your

band. Band names for sale. Call
Jeremey at 826-2460.

Ext. 22.

SUMMER MGMT. INTERNSHIPS
Most positions filled by Feb. Gain
earnings $6-16,000+. Call “University Painting Pros” for info/
appl. 1-800-525-5877.
3/10

COME TO OUR GARAGE SALE
THIS SATURDAY FROM 9-2 at
1896 Zehndner, rain or shine!

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT-fisheries.
Earn $600+/

We're selling lots of stuff that you
need!

month onfishingboats. Freetransportation! Room & Board! Over
8,000 openings. No experience

COMPLETE COLOR DARKROOM Bessler 23C I! with color
head, lenses, digital timer, easels,
tubes & motor base, etc. $600.
443-9868.

a head start on this summer! For
employment program call 1-206545-4155 ext. A6047.

NISHIKI MOUNTAIN BIKE, good
condition, $2500 OBO. Call Tom,
822-0436.

EUREKA-BOSTON ONE-WAY
airline ticket, female.
$250, or
$225 if used before April 2, departure date flexible. Call between 7
am and midnight. 445-1880.

in canneries or $4,000+/

week

necessary. Male or Female. Get

BABYSITTER

NEEDED

Arcatahome. Parttime. Weekday
mornings or afternoons or weekends. Earn while you study. Experience preferred. Call after 6:30

p.m. 826-0357.
HOW ABOUT SUMMER CAMP?
Camp Counselors USA works with
over 600 summer camps in the

SELL YOUR EXTRA STUFF, or
find that special item you[ve been
looking for by placing a classified

swimming, crafts and many other

ing inthe outdoors teaching: riding,
activities wih children.
Contact
Camp Counselors USA, 420 Flo-

rence St., Palo Alto, CA
Phone: 800-999-2267.

fREowoop Accent:

We Now

Enjoy

Bicycles Available!

the

Far

Side!

By GARY LARSON

|

Youre

from

Franc

We

J

ae

Datsun

My
Ha

ie
ar
Toyota
ie
513 J St. © 822-3770 TO
Hey, everyone!

Were ing

Be

to Paris!

8 virus, see the world.

94301
224

pm.

WANTED
RIDE NEEDED TO BAY AREA
Friday, Feb. 19, afternoon. Mike,

822-4476.

BIKE
MOUNTAIN’
USED
WANTED. Prefer middle to highend Cannondale, 1990 to present.
Also looking for Cannondale frame,

recent models only.
822-3284.

Call Dirk at

Make
change.
Small
change,
big

change,
cool
change.
Change

your life.
Place your classified ad by 4
p.m. Friday at

INSTOMOTIVE wsstercsrs (Uy
Loaner

in my

USA, Europe and Russia. Have
the best summer of your life work-

ad for it in THE LUMBERJACK!

& ORGANIZATIONS

CLUBS

PAGANS, EXPLORE SPIRITUAMULTIETHNIC MENTOR PROThe first meeting of the
ALITY!
GRAM for elementary/secondary
Network is WednesAction
Pagan
students will be piloted by Y.E.S.
10, 7-9 pm in NHE
ry
Februa
day,
this semester if a suitable volun119.
teer studentdirector for the program is found. Excellent pre-grad
FORGET “READ MY LIPS,” try
administrative experience in cremy campaign.” Help stop
ating mentoring relationships, ca- . “Read
Clinton and his campaign lies.
reer networks and job site visitaGOP, the Right House forthe White
tions for populations who are
House. Join College Republicans
underrepresented in the workforce.
Mondays, Founder's Hall 106, 6
Contact Carlisle at Y.E.S. 826-

HUGE, BIGGER THAN LIFE CA
king unique one-of-a-kind soft
frame environment friendly insulated no heater needed non-surfer
waveless waterbed. $150 OBO.

Manicure sale to 3/1/93. Women/

note.

WHATEVER you
know, put it nere!

Enjoy horseback

riding on gorgeous Clam Beachmountain horsepacking adven-

PEACHES, How about Valentine’s

Anyway,

3/10

839-0900.

Day in San José?

95534-0155.

5397.

solit white, good condition throughout.

TYPING?

COMPUTER SET-UPHELP for
IBM & compatibles. | can help you
upgrade, trouble-shoot orjusttutor
(most popular programs). If! can’t
help, you don’t pay! Chad 839-

Rich, 677-0739.

HATCHBACK,

ACADEMIC

Sendcassette(s) or legible copy to
Execu-TYPE-Express. Prompt&
accurate word processing. Laser
printing. 445-5771.
P. O. Box

72,000 miles. Runs great! $2,900/
OBO.

Contact Cathy at

442-6284.

automatic trans., newtires, 2 door,

|
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SUMMER

JOBS, SAN JUAN

ISLANDS, WA.

Four Winds *

Westward Ho Camp.

Support

jobs or teach sailing, canoeing,

Arts, Riding, Sports... INTERVIEWS FRIDAY, FEB 25. Contact Career Development Center.

*

the UC Ticket
Office, Nelson

Hall East.
Ask
about the special student
rates!

CALENDAR
by Bill Zielinski on “Court-

p.m., the location TBA,
826-0355 for information.
e Center Arts’ Native
Reflections series presents
“Keeping the Tradition: A

showing of works by seven
of Humboldt County’s

Professor Leslie Price, 6

Native American Poetry

Reading,” 7 p.m. in the
Van Duzer Theatre, free
admission, 826-3298 for
information.
e United States Coast
Guard Auxiliary safe boat
class begins, 7:30 p.m. for
the next seven wednesdays
in the Woodley Island
Marina conference center,
822-2481 for information.
e An open financial aid
workshop, hosted by the
Student California Teachers Association, 6 p.m. in

HGH 204, 826-5197 for
information.
¢ A lecture by Jorge
Ordenes, International
Monetary Fund senior

public affairs officer, 7
p.m. in NR 101, 826-3716
for information.

Thursdaytl
Theater
e Center Arts’ Native

Reflections presents comic
Charlie Hill, 8 p.m. in the
Van Duzer Theatre, 826-

3928 for information.

Music
e Small Fish and Chowder
Head, 9:30 p.m. at
Jambalaya, 822-4766 for
information.

et Cetera
e BSU presents a Spike
Lee film fest, 6:30 p.m. in

Founders Hall 118, 8260355 for information.
e Artist Nanette Marie
Durbin presents “The

Acculturation of Animals,”
featuring acrylic on paper,
Feb. 23 in the
music building lobby.
¢ The Gay Lesbian Bisexual
Student Association hosts

an open house as part of

club day, 7-9 p.m. in the
Women's Center, 822-3194

for information.

e The HSU Literary Society
presents “Vietnamese

Literature: Problems With

ship in the Animal World,”
7:30 p.m., 826-4479 for
information.
e “Strong Women,” a

6:45 p.m. is “Black History: Stolen or Strayed,”

for information.
e Sax & Violins, 8:30

Teachers Association

tion presents “Passageto

the Country Club, 442-

Education Workshop, 9

History of Life,” 1-4 p.m.

Green and Gold room,
826-0355 for information.

¢ Barking Dogma, 9:30
p.m. at Jambalaya, 8224766 for information.
¢ The Roadmasters, 9 p.m.
at the Country Club, 4424236 for information.
e Recent Future, 9 pm. at
the North Coast Inn, 822-

4861 for information.
e Black Irish, 8:30 p.m. at
the American Deli, 82
Sunny Brae Shopping
Center, Arcata, 822-2262
for information.

et Cetera
e Center Arts’ Native

Reflections presents
performing artist James
Luna, 8 p.m. in the Van
Duzer Theatre, 826-3928

for information.
e Center Activities Outdoor
Adventure Mt. Shasta

downhill and cross country

skiing trip through
Feb. 14,
information.
for
826-3357

7

=. HSU Extended Educa-

ornia

e The Bandits, 9 p.m. at

presents an AIDS/HIV

Eternity: Fossils and the

4236 for information.

a.m. to noon, HGH 226,

in the Van Matre Hall

° Most Wanted, 9 p.m. at

the North Coast Inn, 822-

(right of Founders Hall),

826-5197 for information.

826-3731 for information.

BSU presents “Imitation

vo RCPS

SON

POG STL,
LE LOIIMII LL

p.m. at Atlee & Atlee Fine

e BSU presents a
Valentine’s Day Dance, 8
p.m, in the Founders Hall

for information.

mation.

Deli, 822-2262 for infor-

Arts, 1125 Third St., Eka,

Music -

826-0355

° The

Planned Parenthood, 7-9

friday 12

Student Calif

p.m. at the American

foremost women artists as
a benefit for Six Rivers

445-1397 for information.

Blue Loungeof Jolly Giant
Commons. Following at

whole Enchilada at the
piaza Grill, 826-2376 for

7

Sunday, Pb. 4:
Valenting’s Day

1

e In celebration of Black
History Month, BSU
presents a “Black Art and
Artists” review with Art

information.
Ct Cetera

12:30 a.m. atthe Humboldt Brewery, 826-2739

CL ©S:0ES

Museum hosts a lecture

daughters, 5 p.m. in the

Ce:

et Cetera

Dinner and dancing to The

eK

e Dr. Roes hosts the Blues
Jam at Jambalaya, 8224766 for information.

e Stone Crazy, 9:30 p.m.-

widows and their troubled

e Special Valentine's

4766 for information.

6,¢
Se

Music

of Life,” a film about two

4861 for information.

Music

information.
e The Tin Can Mailman
hosts an open
Valentine's Erotic Poetry

e Humboldt Surfriders’
Membership Drive
Valentine’s Bash, featur-

ing Graffiti and
Stonecrazy unplugged,

reading, 8 p.m., 1000 H
St., 822-1307 for information.

.beginning at 5 p.m. at
the Plaza Grill, 826-0860
for information.

3

10

39

p.m. at Jambalaya, 822-

Preupeesecngeeesesies S038 O:0OE:2S

Wednesday

Researching in a Totalitarian State,” hosted by
Professor John
Schafer, 7 p.m., 1215 M
St., Arcata, 443-3685 for
information.
¢ The HSU Natural History

wenn

e Center Arts’ Native

Reflections presents the

e The Strangers and

E-Lam Pomo

Renegade Saints, 9 p.m.

Buchanan Room, free
admission, 826-3928 for
information.

Dancenter, Ninth and L
streets, Arcata, 822-

8087 for information.

e BSU presents “The
Black Experience in the

et Cetera

Creation of Drama,” 6

e Gateway Community
School's Seventh Annual
Chocolate Tasting Extravaganza, 1-5 p.m. at
the Arcata Veterans
Memorial Building, 1425
J St., 822-4721 for

p.m. in the Blue Lounge
in Jolly Giant Commons,
followed at 6:45 p.m. by
“Sharing the Traditions,”
826-0355 for information.

BESO

PORT APRON,

OG

| X: Speeches, Lectures and

e BSU presents the film,

15

1

p.m. in the Kate

at the Old Creamery

Saito

Dancers,

SABROCE © PEEK +3 OBES KERR

|

Saturday15

Monday

Music

Music
e D.C. Minner & Selby,
9:30 p.m. at Jambalaya,
822-4766 for information.

“In the Land of Jim Crow: _ Interviews on Videotape,”
6:30 p.m. in Founders
Growing Up Segregated,” 9
Hall 118, 826-0355 for
p.m. in the Blue Lounge in
information.
Jolly Giant Commons,
.
826-0355 for information.

¢ H.O.P.E. Day (Helping

“Teaching Math, Science,

e The Humboldt Folklife
Society presents a
Valentine’s Contra Dance,

8:30 p.m.-11:30 p.m. at
the Arcata Veteran's Hall,
822-8462 for information.
e Center Arts’ Native
American Reflections

presents music by R.
Carlos Nakai and
Jackalope, 8 p.m. in the
Van Duzer Theatre, 826-

3928 for information.
¢ Valentine's Day Love
Fest with Buddy Brown
and the Hound Dogs, 9:30

et Cetera

| Dent Saget

‘were
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Sunny Brae Center, 822-

et Cetera
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Ss Day

e BSU presents “Malcolm

4157 for information.

to find the

section

clothing, 10 a.m.-6 p.m. at

The Health Center, 34
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Heart Shaped Pizza
Two Single Serving
pe Salad Bar &
$
Pitcher 50
Soft Drinks

Includes Pizza, “Hot Wings”,

Salad Bar, Soda & Soup
M-F 11-2

.

Experience Arcata’s Best!
a

e He+

ee & He tl

Abas

6th & H e ha

$22-7602
EXPIRES 3/13/93

$22-7602

45¢ charge
to go

$22-7602

In House Only.

Good through Valentines Day.

COFFEEHOUSE
:

iy

WD
4 Np

ruse

e CAPPUCINO
e PASTRIES
e FIREPLACE

,

4

e JUICE BAR

=

“4

orencesyoy

_

©

INCLUDING HOLIDAYS
Y:TO 11PM Aor
AON
SUNDAY - THURSDNO

TUB?

| AM
NOON TO :
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
— Gift Certificates Available —

CORNER 5TH & J STREETS, ARCATA © CALL 822-2228 FOR RESERVATIONS
as

